Consultation Report - Project Initiation and Siting
Appendix F.2

Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C052 - 1637 Fairgrounds Road North, Clearview (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix C)

Key Words

presence of Collingwood Regional Airport considered by GHD in their Part 3 evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - considered potential for bird strikes given the proximity to the airport, presented mitigation
measures such as storage of waste in an enclosed area and modifications to design of surface water pond (if required) - net effects - moderate safety risks posed by proximity to airport
potential effects of distance to the Collingwood Regional Airport also considered under "Economics - Permits/Approvals", "Economics - Operation and Maintenance Costs", "Legal - Agreement" - noted that
additional approvals/restrictions may be required (such as height of stack) and additional monitoring/increased Operation and Maintenance costs with respect to wildlife management (waterfowl)
most common comments/concerns submitted for C052:

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites

access and traffic on Fairgrounds Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts - also considered "Econ
- Capital Costs" for required upgrades - discussed mitigation measures such as defining local routing of traffic, noted moderate net effects due to the increase in local traffic, low cost as no major road
improvements (such as signalization, turning lanes, or grade improvements) anticipated

proximity to the Collingwood Regional Airport
safety
increased traffic on Fairgrounds Road
loss of prime agricultural lands
vectors and vermin

5 comments outlining concerns

loss of prime agricultural lands (Class 1 to 3) considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" and "Environmental - Agricultural" - proposed mitigation such as locating facility footprint to minimize Class 1 to 3 soil
removal - noted moderate net effects and loss of up to 23 ha of Class 1 to 3 soils, loss of farming operation
considered displacement of current land use (as the land is currently utilized for farming) under "Social - Land/Use Zoning" - considered current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land
use changes - noted low net effects as the site has been previously identified as a future waste management facility for the County of Simcoe
best management practices (BMPs) outlined by GHD in Section 3 of Part 3 report - noted that list of BMPs was not exhaustive, but will be augmented and tailored to the preferred site(s), final design, and
technology selected and, in addition, reviewed with key stakeholders and neighbours of the preferred site(s) for their input and recommendations - GHD noted BMP for wildlife management (in terms of vectors)
includes ensuring all waste is stored in an enclosed area

see Table C.1

Mr. Brian Macdonald

August 14, 2015

e-mail to DK

e-mail sent by DK
August 14, 2015
August 19, 2015

see e-mails regarding Collingwood Regional Airport - response by GHD on August 17 and August 20, 2015

concerns regarding the Collingwood Regional Airport
requested this be considered in the siting evaluation

Site C052
Collingwood airport

presence of airport considered by GHD in their Part 3 evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - considered potential for bird strikes given the proximity to the airport, presented mitigation measures such as storage
of waste in an enclosed area
airport also considered by GHD under "Economics - Permits/Approvals", "Economics - Operation and Maintenance Costs", "Legal - Agreement"

see Table C.1

Mr. Ian Macdonald

September 8, 2015

e-mail to SLM

e-mail sent
September 14, 2015

Thanks for getting back to me. I am very interested as I am concerned about the proposed site on Fairgrounds
Rd and the effect it will have on the surrounding area and the potential truck traffic

concerned about traffic on Fairgrounds Road
sensitive receptors

Site C052
traffic
sensitive receptors

access and traffic on Fairgrounds Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts, and considered the
"Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades - discussed mitigation measures such as defining local routing of traffic
impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality", "Environmental - Odour", and "Environmental - Noise" - noted that mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected based on mitigation measures
GHD also considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects based on the proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas mitigation such as maximizing setback distance between facility footprint and sensitive receptors using on-site buffer

see Table C.1
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors

John and Donna Palmer

November 2, 2015

Clearview

e-mail sent from website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 4, 2015

see e-mail dated November 2, 2015

against development of C052
concerned about property values
concerned about vermin
concerned about traffic and safety

Site C052
property values
vermin
traffic
safety

best management practices (BMPs) outlined by GHD in Section 3 of Part 3 report - noted that list of BMPs was not exhaustive, but will be augmented and tailored to the preferred site(s), final design, and
technology selected and, in addition, reviewed with key stakeholders and neighbours of the preferred site(s) for their input and recommendations - GHD noted BMP for wildlife management (in terms of vectors)
includes ensuring all waste is stored in an enclosed area
access and traffic on Fairgrounds Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts, and considered the
"Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades - discussed mitigation measures such as defining local routing of traffic
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted potential for bird strikes given the proximity to the Collingwood Regional Airport and the potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies - mitigation
such as development of a Health and Safety Plan and an Emergency Management Plan, moderate safety risks posed by the proximity to the airport

see Table C.1
presence of airport considered by GHD in their Part 3 evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - considered potential for bird strikes given the proximity to the airport, presented mitigation measures such as storage
of waste in an enclosed area
airport also considered by GHD under "Economics - Permits/Approvals", "Economics - Operation and Maintenance Costs", "Legal - Agreement"

Harry and Connie Lim

November 6, 2015

Fairgrounds Road North

Stayner

L0M 1S0

comment sheet by mail

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 21, 2015

against development of C052
concerns regarding the Collingwood Regional Airport
concerns regarding facilities attracting vermin
concerned about loss of agricultural land
concerned about increased traffic

Site C052
Collingwood airport
vermin
agricultural land
traffic

best management practices (BMPs) outlined by GHD in Section 3 of Part 3 report - noted that list of BMPs was not exhaustive, but will be augmented and tailored to the preferred site(s), final design, and
technology selected and, in addition, reviewed with key stakeholders and neighbours of the preferred site(s) for their input and recommendations - GHD noted BMP for wildlife management (in terms of vectors)
includes ensuring all waste is stored in an enclosed area
loss of prime agricultural lands (Class 1 to 3) considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" and "Environmental - Agricultural" - proposed mitigation such as footprint location to minimize Class 1 to 3 soil rem
noted moderate net effects and loss of up to 23 ha of Class 1 to 3 soils, loss of farming operation
considered displacement of current land use (as the land is currently utilized for farming) under "Social - Land/Use Zoning" - considered current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land
use changes - noted low net effects as the site has been previously identified as a future waste management facility for the County of Simcoe
access and traffic on Fairgrounds Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts, and considered the
"Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades - discussed mitigation measures such as defining local routing of traffic

see Table C.1

Councillor Kevin Elwood

November 9, 2015

Gideon Street

Stayner

L0M 1S0

e-mail to Nathan Westendorp

e-mail sent from
N. Westendorp
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 9, 2015, attachment sent to GHD

concerns regarding the Collingwood Regional Airport

Site C052
Collingwood airport

presence of airport considered by GHD in their Part 3 evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - considered potential for bird strikes given the proximity to the airport, presented mitigation measures such as storage
of waste in an enclosed area
airport also considered by GHD under "Economics - Permits/Approvals", "Economics - Operation and Maintenance Costs", "Legal - Agreement"

Notes:
1. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C164/C107 - 1473/1273 Old Second South, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix D)

Key Words

access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts - noted no immediate
road access and access would require crossing railway line, potential for increased congestion on Old Second South as a result of vehicle volume backing up at railway crossing (tracks would require crossing
twice) - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and potential signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic and congestion
"Economic - Capital Costs" and "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" also considered the railway line/access - high infrastructure costs to establish road access (crossing of railway line, potential
signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.), moderate costs associated with operation and maintenance due to potential delays at railway crossing
under "Technical - Safety", GHD noted moderate safety risks associated with railway crossing
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - noted no net effects based on groundwater depth
and no alterations to flow and direction, moderate net effects to Source Water Protection Areas as a small portion in the southwest central part is considered to be a Highly Vulnerable Aquifer (HVA) and the
northern and western portions of the site are located within a high vulnerability Significant Groundwater Recharge Area (SGRA)

most common comments/concerns submitted for C164/C107:

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites

complicated and unsafe access due to railway line on Old Second South
impact on increased traffic on Old Second South
groundwater and surface water
wildlife/natural heritage features
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise, property values, etc.)

13 comments outlining concerns

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit on November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions - further
Environmental Impact Study to be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements to develop infrastructure within the County Greenlands designation
GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
compensation for tree removal, moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) was considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances

If the Millenium/Craighurst site is chosen for either the OPF and/or MMF we are concerned that our property will
be significantly devalued. We purchased 25 acres in the country so that we could enjoy nature and a quiet
lifestyle. We JUST built and moved into our home in May, 2015. When we bought this property we had no idea
that 500 metres away, an OPF/MMF was being considered. This type of facility should be in an industrial area.
There should ONLY be industrial sites on your short-list! The sites that involve cutting down Simcoe County
forests are UNACCEPTABLE!
e-mail sent from SWM
October 9, 2015

Tom and Nancy McDonough

October 6, 2015
October 7, 2015
October 30, 2015
November 3, 2015
November 4, 2015
November 5, 2015
November 7, 2015

e-mail sent to website
e-mail sent to website
e-mail sent to website
e-mail sent to website
e-mail sent to S. Mack
e-mail sent to S. Mack
e-mail sent to County Council

e-mail sent from SWM
November 3, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 16, 2015

I was at the session last night at the Simcoe County Museum. I left feeling completely disheartened. Would any
of these engineers want 190 trucks passing by their home in the country? Not likely! Any short-listed sites that
require cutting down trees, destroying habitats (both terrestrial and aquatic) are unacceptable. I understand that
the facilities have to go "somewhere". The consulting team states that only one site not currently owned by the
county would be suitable. It's for sale. Buy it.
Did you know that many species of animals (fox, coyotes, raccoons, squirrels, grouse, wild turkeys, beaver,
deer) live in this area. As well, 10,000 trees have been planted in this forest tract by local groups. Please take
this into consideration!

see Tables D.1 to D.3
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) was considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
against development of C164/C107
concerned with loss of property value
concerned with zoning on non-industrial land
concerned about the loss of County forest
concerned about the loss of habitat and of impact to wildlife
concerned with increased traffic

sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
C164/C107
property values
zoning
habitat/wildlife
traffic

current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required, facility would avoid Environmental Protection Area and incorporate required 30 m setbacks as defined in the Springwater Official Plan - low net effect due to displacement of current
land use and OPA/ZBLA
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions

When the consultants tell Simcoe County which is the preferred site for the MMF and/or OPF, what happens
next? What if people on council disagree with the chosen site (e.g., a forest tract)?
If the preferred site runs into issues with zoning, environmental contingencies, will the decision be made to try for
the site that was the second 'runner-up'?

GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015
access and traffic on Old Second South was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts - in addition, considered
the "Economic - Capital Costs" (such as improvements to railway crossing, signalization at railway, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)

Thank you for your quick and detailed response. I did notice orange spray paint on some stakes and trees
(Craighurst tract). I am wondering who is doing this and what is the purpose?
N
see e-mail dated November 7, 2015

see Tables D.1 to D.3

Ms. Sharon Rhines
Mr. Mark Cox

October 8, 2015

Old Second South

e-mail to R. Post - NVCA
cc to Customer Service

Barrie

e-mail sent from SWM
October 13, 2015

see e-mail dated October 8, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned with contamination of wells (drinking water) in area
concerned with development of facilities on non-industrial land

C164/C107
groundwater/surface
water
zoning

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - noted no net effects based on groundwater depth
and no alterations to flow and direction, moderate net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required, facility would avoid Environmental Protection Area and incorporate required 30 m setbacks as defined in the Springwater Official Plan - low net effect due to displacement of current
land use and OPA/ZBLA

see Tables D.1 to D.3

Mr. Peter Stephan

October 26, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 26, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
support for P083/P084
concerned with impact to wildlife, development of facilities on nonindustrial/forest land

C164/C107
wildlife
natural heritage
features
zoning

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions
GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required, facility would avoid Environmental Protection Area and incorporate required 30 m setbacks as defined in the Springwater Official Plan - low net effect due to displacement of current
land use and OPA/ZBLA

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables D.1 to D.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Horseshoe Valley Road

Aidan and Sherrileen Weld

October 30, 2015

Pine Hill Drive

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

comment sheet delivered to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 28, 2015

concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West and impact
on tourism
safety concerns noted - consideration for winter driving conditions
impact on sensitive receptors - odour, noise, etc.
fear of groundwater and surface water contamination
wetlands
concern about property values

C164/C107
traffic
safety
winter road conditions
sensitive receptors
groundwater
surface water
wetlands
property values

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) was considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
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C164/C107 - 1473/1273 Old Second South, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix D)

Key Words

see Tables D.1 to D.3
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions

Ms. Judy Lalonde
Ms. Michelle Postill

November 1, 2015
November 5, 2015

e-mail sent to website
e-mail sent to Customer Service

Old Second South

e-mail sent from SWM
November 3, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 12, 2015

see e-mail dated November 1, 2015
see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned with loss of property values
concerned about impact to wildlife
concerned about surface water (flow)
concerned for increased trucks and traffic and delays due to trains
commented access to site would require proper highway access

C164/C107
property values
wildlife
surface water
traffic and access
railway line

GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)
considered access to the site under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks associated with railway crossing

see Tables D.1 to D.3

e-mail sent to website
Dana and Cory Crewson

November 3, 2015

Old Second South

Springwater

e-mail forwarded from Mayor
French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015, also
received confirmation to
include e-mail to Mayor
French

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015
see e-mail to Mayor French dated November 3, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned with truck volume and traffic increase
concerned about safety along road for school bus stops
concerned about impacts to recreational use

C164/C107
traffic
safety
recreational use

access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and that access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)
GHD also considered access to the site under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks associated with railway crossing
loss of recreational use considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors (including residential areas, parks and recreation areas,
institutions, etc.) - noted mitigation measures such as maximizing setback distances and design - moderate net effects based on the proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

Rosa Zanuzzi
Controller

November 4, 2015

Horseshoe Valley Road

Springwater

e-mail to S. Mack, Warden, and
Deputy Warden
duplicate e-mail to Mayor French
forwarded

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

comment from a developer - they are opposed to this site, concern
that it will hinder their ability to develop the property

C164/C107
sensitive receptors

comment noted - no action required

see Table D.1 to D.3
access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and that access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)

Mr. James Cooper

November 5, 2015

Old Second South RR#1

Barrie (Springwater)

e-mail to Customer Service, S.
Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned for increased trucks and traffic and safety due to trains
concerned for impacts groundwater and surface water
concerned about impacts to wildlife and loss of forest
concerned about decreased property values

C164/C107
traffic
site access
railway line
groundwater
surface water
wildlife
property values

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - noted no net effects based on groundwater depth
and no alterations to flow and direction, moderate net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions
GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required

Ms. Deana Dobbs
Mr. Brian England

November 6, 2015
November 8, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service
e-mail to Warden

Old Second South

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015
see e-mail dated November 8, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned with impact to wildlife and habitats
concerned for increased trucks and traffic - safety issues related to
school buses and trains
concerned about safe access to site

C164/C107
wildlife
traffic
site access
railway line
safety

see Table D.1 to D.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered
access and traffic on Old Second South was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic Capital Costs" - indicators for infrastructure and construction indicate signalization and crossing at railway as potential effects , and under "Technical - Safety" - access road to cross rail line

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables D.1 to D.3

Ms. Michelle Jardine
Mr. David Briand

November 6, 2015

Hillview Crescent

Midhurst

e-mail to Customer Service, Mayor
French, Deputy Mayor Allen

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

opposition to both the OPF and MMF
concerns about traffic - winter conditions, Gill Road, Old Second
South
concerns about groundwater
comments regarding the County's forest stewardship
comment about neighbouring landowners and local business
(Nicholyn Farms)
concern about property values
concern about odour

C164/C107
traffic
groundwater
natural heritage
features (forest
sensitive receptors
Nicholyn Farms
property values
odour

access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road and Old Second South was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), moderate net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for C164/C107
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required

see Tables D.1 to D.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions
GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal

Ms. Sheryn Beattie
Mr. Peter Schoppel

November 6, 2015

2093 Old Second South

Springwater

e-mail to Customer Service,
Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
concerned with impact to wildlife
concerned for noise and air and surface water impacts
concerned about safety along road and impacts to recreational use
concerned about increased trucks and traffic and access to site
concerned with decreased property values
concerned that waste from other jurisdictions may be accepted at
facilities in the future

C164/C107
wildlife
noise
air
surface water
safety/recreational use
traffic
site access
property values
waste management

impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted moderate net effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
loss of recreational use considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors (including residential areas, parks and recreation areas,
institutions, etc.) - noted mitigation measures such as maximizing setback distances and design - moderate net effects based on the proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
GHD also considered access to the site under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks associated with railway crossing
access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and that access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
potential to accept waste from other jurisdictions addressed in FAQs - requirement for funding for MMF
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C164/C107 - 1473/1273 Old Second South, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix D)

Key Words

see Tables D.1 to D.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects as there is the potential
based on preliminary review and recent records, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site, GHD conducted on-site visit November 20, 2015 to confirm site conditions
GHD considered Affected Greenlands under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - indicated mitigation measures such as the avoidance areas of significant/dense vegetation and old growth area in northern portion of
property, detailed low net effects to lands designated as County Greenlands as a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements, no effects to ANSIs,
moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for the facility, compensation for tree removal

Brian, Janice, and Jake Lalonde

November 7, 2015

Old Second South

Springwater

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 12, 2015

see e-mail dated November 7, 2015

against development of Site C164/C107
concerned with impact to wildlife and habitat
concerned for groundwater and surface water impacts
commented that industrial zoned land more suitable
questioned why an Environmental Assessment (EA) not completed
for transparency
concerned about safety related to increased trucks and traffic and
access to site and delays due to trains
concerned with decreased property values

C164/C107
wildlife
groundwater
surface water
zoning
safety
traffic
site access
railway line
property values
EA requirement

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - noted no net effects based on groundwater depth
and no alterations to flow and direction, moderate net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential to affect two watercourses and four unevaluated wetlands in the
southern portion of the site and a watercourse running through north tip of site - noted moderate net effects to surface water features in the southern portion of the site
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required, facility would avoid Environmental Protection Area and incorporate required 30 m setbacks as defined in the Springwater Official Plan - low net effect due to displacement of current
land use and OPA/ZBLA
access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and that access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)
compensation for nearby residential properties and businesses considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
no Environmental Assessment (EA) is required for either the OPF or MMF - under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, an EA is required if more than 1,000 tonnes per day of residual waste is
transferred from the site for final disposal (this is based on the design capacity of the facility) - with anticipated growth over a 30-year design period, it is estimated the County will manage approximately 435
tonnes/day of waste for final disposal (for a combined facility in 2048) noting that this is well below the 1,000 tonnes/day trigger outlined in the Act (note that this response was added to project FAQs)

see Tables D.1 to D.3

Carl and Tina Eisses

November 6, 2015

Old Second Road South

Springwater

L4M 4Y8

comment sheet delivered to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 6, 2015

against development of Site C164/C107
concerned for increased trucks and traffic and delays due to trains
concerned for odour impacts
concerned with development of facilities on non-industrial land

C164/C107
traffic
site access
railway line
odour
zoning

access and traffic on Old Second South were considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic - Capital
Costs" - noted no immediate road access and that access would require crossing railway line - high net effects due to crossing of railway line and signalization, high infrastructure costs to establish road access
(crossing of railway line, potential signalization, turning and queuing lanes, etc.)
impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required, facility would avoid Environmental Protection Area and incorporate required 30 m setbacks as defined in the Springwater Official Plan - low net effect due to displacement of current
land use and OPA/ZBLA

Notes:
1. Net effects noted are for the co-located facility
2. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions and
follow-up preliminary assessment by GHD ecologist in January 2016 - noted low net effects - further Environmental Impact Study to be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements to develop infrastructure
within the County Greenlands designation
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted moderate
net effects due to potential requirement for truck climbing, turning and acceleration/deceleration lanes, related moderate infrastructure costs
most common concerns submitted for C136:
impact on the community and sensitive receptors around the site
wildlife/natural environment
(noting request by resident for full-year Environmental Impact Study to be undertaken)
traffic and required infrastructure improvements on Horseshoe Valley Road
continued use of recreation/snowmobile trail
impact on groundwater and surface water
concern regarding preservation of the Apto Cemetery
compensation to neighbouring landowners

SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK DURING SITING PROCESS - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites
26 comments outlining concerns
2 petitions
1 comment in support

GHD considered neighbourhood traffic impacts under "Social - Transportation" - noted relatively high existing traffic volume on Horseshoe Valley Road West, potential to increase traffic on local roads with close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - mitigation such as design and construction of road improvements, defining local traffic routing within the local neighbourhood to avoid impacts low net effects due to increase in local traffic
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
large unevaluated wetland on the northeast portion of the site and small watercourse which bisects the southern portion of the site - low effects to surface water features as site is large and able to be located an
appropriate distance from surface water features
multi-use trail running north/south through the property was considered - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation
measure, setback distances from the facility footprint to the multi-use trail will be implemented to the greatest extent possible, low safety risk with mitigation (such as restricting access to the facility from adjacent
trails via fencing and signage)
the Apto Cemetery considered by GHD in their evaluation under "Cultural - Archaeological" - stated that further archaeological study would be undertaken, footprint would avoid these areas
compensation was addressed in the FAQs following determination of the preferred site - noted that compensation will be considered once impacts of developing the facility at 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West
are fully understood and that the process to determine need for compensation will begin with finalizing the site layout and design (including selection of organics processing technology) and determining how
both the transfer and organics processing facilities will operate on a daily basis

the following studies were undertaken following determination of the preferred site - further addressing concerns brought forward such as impact of increased traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road, environmental
impacts (including to groundwater and surface water), confirmation of location of footprint, etc.

concerns from the neighbouring landowners were considered during preparation of the Scope
of Work for the required studies - noting the feedback was obtained at two near neighbour
meetings and a Public Information Session

SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL FEEDBACK - following announcement of preferred site

format of meeting notes from neighbouring landowner meeting on September 8, 2016 revised
based on feedback - indicate how County has/will respond to comments/questions/feedback

correspondence from neighbours
meeting with stakeholders - Township of Springwater, Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority (NVCA)
neighbouring landowner meetings - March 23, 2016, September 8, 2016
Public Information Session on April 20, 2016

boundaries of wetlands and surface water features were confirmed with various site visits
(including County staff during freshette - March 2016)
scope of the EIS was discussed at a meeting with Township of Springwater Planning staff,
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), and Nottawasaga Valley Conservation
Authority (NVCA) on April 1, 2016 - note that surveys were added based on feedback received
(forked three-awned grass, etc.)

Planning Justification Report
Agricultural Impact Assessment Report
Scoped Environmental Impact Study (includes Hazard Land Assessment)
Facility Characteristics Report (includes Conceptual Site Plan,
Functional Servicing Study, Stormwater Management Study, Noise Assessment, Odour Assessment)
Hydrogeological Assessment
Stage 1 & 2 Archaeological Assessment
Stage 3 Site Specific Assessment
Stage 3 Site Specific Assessment – Supplementary Documentation
Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment: Built Heritage Resources and Cultural Heritage Landscapes
Traffic Impact Assessment
feedback received during consultation with neighbouring landowners was considered in determining the Scope of Work for the Traffic Impact Study (TIS) - background traffic was assessed on a Friday during
the summer as there was concern regarding holiday volumes on Horseshoe Valley Road, TIS also considered intersections at Horseshoe Valley Road and Gill Road, Fox Farm Road
noted concern from the neighbours regarding the Apto cemetery and archeological finds - this was considered in a Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment and Stage 1 to 3 archaeological assessments
neighbouring landowners along the western property boundary indicated some concern at the meeting held on September 8, 2016 about on-site buffer distances and the impact, for example, on visual screening location of footprint shifted to the southeast as noted on the conceptual site plan
Frequently Asked Questions document revised with feedback (March 2016, October 2016, January 2017) - noted additions include response to fire safety, implications of the Waste Free Ontario Act, and
reference to recycling processing as a Materials Recovery Facility (MRF)

e-mail sent from SWM
August 21, 2015

Ms. Heather Rutherford

August 20, 2015 to
Springwater

e-mail to Springwater, followed-up
to County Customer Service

August 25, 2015

e-mail sent to website

Flos Road Three East

Springwater

October 28, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
August 27, 2015
follow-up meeting held on
September 3, 2015
(see note to file)

e-mail to Warden

November 5, 2015

e-mail to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

I am the owner of 1484 Flos Road Three East property and wish information as to how I can get more
information regarding this proposed site. I am a widow, retired and live on my own and this proposal is directly
across from my property. I have not been informed by the County of the Proposal for the use of this property
and wish to protest the site. The road is not suitable, many times we cannot get services in the winter as the
road is considered too dangerous for trucks to go down and pick up our waste. If there is a possibility that this
goes forward, it will heavily impact all of us, both financially and personally on this road. Please advise who I
should approach regarding the proposed change of use of this property.
I wish to protest the location of a waste management facility across the road from my front door and property.
When I bought this property, I did a search on the official plan and zoning to ensure that I would not be investing
in a property that could negatively impact the type of retirement property that I was purchasing. I am a retired
widow, who enjoys the environment that I live in, with rural neighbours and like minded persons who place a high
value on preserving the environment. There has been no formal notification to myself as to the use of the
property across the road which will definitely impact my property, my financial stability and my lifestyle. Presently
I am in state of frustration and fear that the property that I have chosen to retire to will be impacted by decisions
that I have not been privy to. I am threatened and willing fight any way that I will need to to preserve what I own.
Any further decisions, I wish to be informed of, as it is easy to sit in a comfy chair and make decisions that
impact persons with no faces, when person like myself will be devistated at your the results.

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

against development of Site C270 and C136
concerned about development on a non-industrial zoned site
concerned about wildlife/environment, wetlands
concerned about zoning
commented that traffic/access not suitable on Flos Road Three East
impact on community

C270
C136
wildlife
natural environment
zoning
traffic and site access
community impact

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
land use and zoning evaluated by GHD using various indicators under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - discussed required Planning amendments required
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to
"Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects for C270 (requirements for paving, grading, signalization and increase in local traffic)
impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances

see e-mail dated October 28, 2015 with letter dated October 27, 2015
see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

Ms. Scarlett Graham

e-mail to SLM
meeting with S. Graham and E.
Krajcir on September 11, 2015

September 9, 2015

e-mail with response sent
October 5, 2015

see e-mail dated September 9, 2015 and response dated October 5, 2015

various questions related to development of the facilities

FAQs

County response sent to resident and as follow-up, various questions/responses included in a package of FAQs (updated with project development and available on the project webpage)

see Tables E.1 and E.2, Tables H.1 and H.2
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation

e-mail from website - requesting
contact information

Ms. Cindy Mercer

September 21, 2015
September 25, 2015
November 5, 2015

Rainbow Valley Road East

Springwater

L0L 2K0

letter sent to various staff (via direct
e-mail)
package delivered to County Warden, Deputy Warden, Mayor
French, Deputy Mayor Allen, R.
McCullough, S. Mack

e-mails sent from SWM
September 22 and 25, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015 (met Ms.
Mercer at Customer
Service)

see letter dated September 25, 2015
see letter and information dated November 5, 2015

concerns about C270 and C136 (discusses primarily C136)
concerns about natural environment (i.e. wildlife)
concerns over loss of recreation (snowmobile trails, cross country
skiing, etc.)
concerns regarding wetlands on C136
concerns regarding Apto Cemetery on C136
concerns regarding local business - Nicholyn Farms
concerns regarding Cindy Halliday remains found in County forest
"off of Horseshoe Valley Road"
concerns regarding truck traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road,
Rainbow Valley Road, and site access
concerns about safety - traffic, recreational users on-site, wildlife
concerns regarding noise and odour
confusion over this facility being a "dump" - illegal public dumping
on Rainbow Valley Road
discusses compensation - commented that this means very little

C136
C270
natural environment
recreation
(snowmobile trail)
wetlands
Apto Cemetery
Nicholyn Farms
traffic, access
safety
noise
odour
illegal dumping
compensation

Freele Tract large enough to continue to be used for recreation - site footprint anticipated to be 4.5 ha of the 84 ha tract - considered by GHD in their Part 3 report under various components including "Social Sensitive Receptors" - report noted that setback distances from the facility footprint to the multi-use trail would be implemented to the greatest extent possible as mitigation
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
the Apto Cemetery considered by GHD in their evaluation under "Cultural - Archaeological" - stated that further archaeological study would be undertaken, footprint would avoid these areas
in the evaluation of C136, Nicholyn Farms considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site
buffer areas, mitigation may be considered through compensation
access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and costs for
requirement improvements in "Economic - Capital Costs"
GHD evaluation considered that access would be from Horseshoe Valley Road not Rainbow Valley Road (which would be for emergency purposes only) - outlined under "Social - Transportation" and costs of
improvements to Horseshoe Valley Road considered under "Economic - Capital Costs - Infrastructure"
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, and noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

letter sent to County Councillors (via
direct e-mail on September 29 and
October 6)
Mr. and Mrs. Michael & Rosemary
Shoreman

September 29, 2015
October 6, 2015
November 4, 2015

Baseline Road, R.R.#1

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

e-mail to Warden, County Council,
and Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
September 30, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

see letter dated September 28, 2015
see e-mail dated November 4, 2015 with attached letter

e-mail forwarded from Mayor
French

commented that they expect C270 and C136 to be removed from the
evaluation process
concern that their property would be negatively affected by these
facilities
concerns about groundwater and surface water
concerns about Greenlands, noted that an Environmental Impact
Study would be required
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, access to Horseshoe
Valley Road site
concerns about air quality, odour, and noise
noted concerns about wildlife
concerns about capital cost of developing the facilities
question about need for an Environmental Assessment

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
groundwater
surface water
Greenlands
Environmental Impact
Study
traffic
air quality, odour, noise
wildlife
capital cost
Environmental
Assessment

sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
land use and zoning was evaluated by GHD using various indicators under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - discussed required Planning amendments required
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
an Environmental Assessment (EA) is not required for either the OPF or MMF - under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, an EA is required if more than 1,000 tonnes per day of residual waste is
transferred from the site for final disposal (this is based on the design capacity of the facility) - with anticipated growth over a 30-year design period, it is estimated the County will manage approximately 435
tonnes/day of waste for final disposal (for a combined facility in 2048) noting that this is well below the 1,000 tonnes/day trigger outlined in the Act (note that this response was added to project FAQs)

Mr. Robert (Bob) Wagner

September 30, 2015

Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 5, 2015

With regard to the short-listing of the Freele Tract county forest as a waste processing site, we don't need an
environmental assessment to knowthat there are numerous aquifers under that forest and the land slopes from
west to east, directly to Matheson Creek. Any contaminants will, by gravity alone, end up in the creek. When Site
42 was partially developed as a future landfill site, it was on the basis that several other landfill sites were nearing
capacity and eventual closure. That was several years ago. What is the status now of those sites that were
nearing capacity? Rather than closing them and then seeking to obliterate additional farmlands or forests(all of
which are irreplaceable), wouldn't it make more sense to convert one of those existing landfill sites? They have
no other practical use and, given their present status, the impact on the environment and neighbouring
residences is already known as a pre-existing condition. It follows that the cost to convert should be lower, and
the demands for environmental assents should be minimal.

see Tables E.1 to E.3

concerns about groundwater, Matheson Creek
comment that the facility should be sited on an existing County
landfill property

C136
groundwater
surface water
brownfield
redevelopment
sites under evaluation

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
all County open and closed landfills were considered as potential sites, with 53 related properties evaluated - using the first set of evaluation criteria, 32 did not meet the minimum property size requirements, 15
were not carried forward since they were in sensitive groundwater areas, two were excluded for wetlands, and one for Prime Agricultural Land with additional access issues - three remaining sites were further
evaluated, with only the Clearview site being carried forward to the short list as a potential site (offered no advantage as it is not a brownfield site) (note that this response was added to the project FAQs)

see Tables E.1 to E.3
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites

Ms. Beverley King

October 6, 2015
October 15, 2015

letter submitted at public
consultation session on October 6,
2015
Baseline Road

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session
on October 15, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see letter dated October 6, 2015
see comment sheet dated October 15, 2015

concerns about groundwater and surface water, Matheson Creek
concerned about traffic
concerns about air quality, odour, and noise
concerned about the affect on wildlife
comment that this should be sited in an industrial area
comment that each of the sites should be visited, wildlife examined
further

C136
groundwater
surface water
traffic
air quality
odour
noise
wildlife
siting in an industrial
area
site visits by consultant

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
County landfill properties and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection process - many of these sites were excluded in Screen 1 based on their
size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions
land use and zoning was considered in Screens 2 and 3 – along with several other environmental, technical, and social criteria - this criteria was not exclusionary but rather used to assess whether a site offered
an advantage in this regard
GHD reviewed and considered feedback received during the fall 2015 consultation sessions prior to visiting each site on November 20, 2015

see Tables E.1 to E.3

Mr. Terry Ruffell

October 9, 2015

Highland Drive

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2L0

e-mail to Customer Service, Debbie
Korolnek, Mayor Hughes, Deputy
Mayor Hough, and local Councillors

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

I thought the session was informative and my sense is the County and consultants were listening. It seems to me
that the big question is transportation i.e.truck routes and the best solution is 400/11. Secondly, build it close to
growth areas i.e. south Simcoe and potential big customers and that is again the same solution 400/11. Terry
additional letter attached

concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West
commented about utilizing highways for access - consider
transportation efficiencies in the evaluation
preferred the site at Highway 400 and Highway
commented that facility should be located near growth areas
(Bradford, Innisfil)
commented that County landfill sites should be used - not County
forests

traffic
transportation
efficiencies
locate near growth
areas
site on County landfills

traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Horseshoe Valley Road
transportation efficiencies considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - various indicators such as transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users
all County open and closed landfills were considered as potential sites, with 53 related properties evaluated - using the first set of evaluation criteria, 32 did not meet the minimum property size requirements, 15
were not carried forward since they were in sensitive groundwater areas, two were excluded for wetlands, and one for Prime Agricultural Land with additional access issues - three remaining sites were further
evaluated, with only the Clearview site being carried forward to the short list as a potential site (offered no advantage as it is not a brownfield site) (note that this response was added to the project FAQs)

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3

Dr. Niki MacNeill

October 13, 2015
November 4, 2015

comments sent to Springwater
Customer Service, forwarded to
County
e-mails sent to Warden, Mayor
French

e-mail received confirming
that Dr. MacNeill wished to
have her comments
included with project record October 15, 2015

see comments dated October 13, 2015
see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

concerned about traffic and conditions on Horseshoe Valley Road
concerned about the environment and requirements for an
Environmental assessment
comments on safety - winter conditions on Horseshoe Valley Road,
traffic
comment on loss of agricultural land, zoning requirements

C270
C136
traffic
Environmental
Assessment
safety
agricultural land
zoning

traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Horseshoe Valley Road
an Environmental Assessment (EA) is not required for either the OPF or MMF - under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, an EA is required if more than 1,000 tonnes per day of residual waste is
transferred from the site for final disposal (this is based on the design capacity of the facility) - with anticipated growth over a 30-year design period, it is estimated the County will manage approximately 435
tonnes/day of waste for final disposal (for a combined facility in 2048) noting that this is well below the 1,000 tonnes/day trigger outlined in the Act (note that this response was added to project FAQs)
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - mitigation outlined includes development of a Health and Safety Plan and Emergency Management Plan
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - site size is large enough that facility footprint can be located outside of Class 1, 2, and 3 agricultural lands
land use and zoning was considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use /Zoning" - various criteria were considered such as the current land use and zoning and compatibility with existing land use/zoning furthering the required approvals was also considered by GHD under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - provided details on the feasibility and complexity of permitting/approvals

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables H.1 to H.3
County landfill properties and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection process - many of these sites were excluded in Screen 1 based on their
size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions - this included property listed for sale in the Bertram Industrial Parkway (excluded based on site size)

Ms. Stacy Irwin

October 16, 2015

e-mail sent to Warden, copied to
Mayor French, and local Councillor

e-mail sent from SWM
October 20, 2015

see e-mail dated October 16, 2015

comments regarding siting the facility in a County forest
indicated an alternate site in the Bertram Industrial Parkway
(industrial area on Highway 27, Springwater)
concern about property values
concern about traffic

C136
C270
natural heritage
features
industrial sites
property values
compensation
traffic

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
compensation for nearby residential properties and business considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the
facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road - noted high net effects due to increase in traffic on Flos Road Three East for C270, low net effects for Horseshoe Valley Road for C136
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Mr. Peter Abolins

Address

Date Received

Method

October 29, 2015

e-mail to Warden

Follow-up

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

Feedback Received

see e-mail dated October 29, 2015

Interpretation of Feedback

against development of the facilities
noted concern for forests, wetlands, agricultural land

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

C270
C136
forests
natural heritage
features
wetlands
agricultural land

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - site size is large enough that facility footprint can be located outside of Class 1, 2, and 3 agricultural lands

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road - noted high net effects due to increase in traffic on Flos Road Three East for C270, low net effects for Horseshoe Valley Road for C136

Mr. James P. Shields

October 30, 2015
November 2, 2015

e-mail to Mayor French forwarded
October 30, 2015
Platt Avenue

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
letter to County dated
October 29, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 3, 2015, also
received confirmation to
include e-mail to Mayor
French

see e-mail to Mayor French dated October 30, 2015
see letter dated October 29, 2015

against development of the facilities
concerned about traffic
concerned about impact on sensitive receptors around the facility
noted preference for alternative sites along Highway 90 to Angus

C270
C136
traffic
sensitive receptors
alternative sites

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
transportation efficiencies considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - various indicators such as transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users
candidate sites along Highway 90 were evaluated by GHD in their Part 2 siting report (see Figure 3 in both OPF and MMF reports)

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables D.1 to D.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road

Aidan and Sherrileen Weld

October 30, 2015

Pine Hill Drive

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

comment sheet delivered to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 28, 2015

concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West and impact
on tourism
safety concerns noted - consideration for winter driving conditions
impact on sensitive receptors - odour, noise, etc.
fear of groundwater and surface water contamination
wetlands
concern about property values

C270
C136
traffic
safety
winter road conditions
sensitive receptors
groundwater
surface water
wetlands
property values

impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
compensation for nearby residential properties and business considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the
facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure
see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3

Nancy Bigelow and Doug Fluker

Kevin and Joan Firth

Nursery Road

November 2, 2015

Robert and Judi Clarke

Nursery Road

Nursery Road

Minesing

Minesing

Minesing

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

L0L 1Y2

L0L 1Y2

letters to Warden,
Deputy Warden and
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2016

access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to
"Economic - Capital Costs"

see letter dated October 29, 2015 (from Nancy Bigelow and Doug Fluker, Kevin and Joan Firth, and Robert and
Judy Clarke)

concerned about traffic flow
commented on forest, loss of recreation
concerned about odour
concerned about visual impact of the facility on the community

C270
C136
traffic
loss of recreation
natural environment
odour
visual impact

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2017

L0L 1Y2

Freele Tract large enough to continue to be used for recreation - site footprint anticipated to be 4.5 ha of the 84 ha tract - considered by GHD in their Part 3 report under various components including "Social Sensitive Receptors" - report noted that setback distances from the faculty footprint to the multi-use trail would be implemented to the greatest extent possible as mitigation
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
visual impact considered by GHD under "Social - Visual" - noted that potential effects are limited as the site is well screened by existing vegetation, topography, and large site size

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

e-mail sent to Warden and Deputy
Warden
Nick and Lynda Van Casteren

November 3, 2015

Horseshoe Valley Road West

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
duplicate e-mail forwarded from
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 4, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

concerns about impact to their farm and on-farm retail market
concerned about groundwater and surface water
concerned about impact of traffic
concerns about air quality, noise, odour
concerns about wildlife, impact on ecosystems

C270
C136
Nicholyn Farms
groundwater
surface water
traffic
air quality
noise
odour
wildlife
natural heritage
features

sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
compensation for nearby residential properties and business (Nicholyn Farms) considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that given the size of the property
relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to
"Economic - Capital Costs"
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

e-mail to S. Mack and Warden
Jerry & Sandi Dunlop

November 3, 2015

Rainbow Valley Road East

Springwater

duplicate e-mail forwarded from
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 4, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

concerns about impact to neighbouring landowners
comment regarding land use and zoning
concerns about natural heritage features
comment about siting facility in industrial area

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
land use and zoning
natural heritage
features
industrial sites
considered

sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint,
the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure
land use and zoning was evaluated by GHD using various indicators under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - discussed required Planning amendments required
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
County landfill properties and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection process - many of these sites were excluded in Screen 1 based on their
size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions

Rosa Zanuzzi
Controller
Aquicon Holdings (2015) Inc.

November 4, 2015

Horseshoe Valley Road

Springwater

e-mail to S. Mack, Warden, and
Deputy Warden
duplicate e-mail to Mayor French
forwarded

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

comment from a developer - they are opposed to this site, concern
that it will hinder their ability to develop the property

comment noted - no action required
sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors were considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

A. Fitzpatrick

letters sent to Warden, Mayor
French, and Council

November 4, 2015

-

see letter received November 4, 2015

comments on wildlife, wetlands, and natural heritage features of Site
C270
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, Horseshoe Valley
Road, Rainbow Valley Road
concerns about natural heritage features, wildlife
comment on loss of agricultural land
concerns about odour and air quality
commented that the sites should be walked

C270
C136
wildlife
wetlands
natural heritage
features
traffic
agricultural land
odour
air quality
site visit

natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
GHD evaluation considered that access would be from Horseshoe Valley Road not Rainbow Valley Road (which would be for emergency purposes only) - outlined under "Social - Transportation" and Economic Capital Costs - Infrastructure"
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - site size is large enough that facility footprint can be located outside of Class 1, 2, and 3 agricultural lands

see Tables I.1 to I.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

Ms. Christine Bevan

November 4, 2015

Maltman Court

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

commented that all sites are poor choices
commented on the value of County forests, FSC certification
comment on the P083/P084 - concerns about groundwater,
cemetery, traffic
concerns about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road
concerns about sensitive receptors

P083/P084
C136
natural heritage
features
groundwater
sensitive receptors
traffic

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted low net effects for P083/P084 and no net effects for C136 based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the
evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas for P084/P084 and low net effects for C136
based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road (and interchange at Highway 11) and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required
transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation

Mark and Sharon Lawson

November 5, 2015

e-mail to Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

concerns about the impact on the environment
concerned about the lack of infrastructure
concerned about the impact on sensitive receptors
commented on the County's FSC certification, commitment to
County forests
concerned about traffic on Rainbow Valley Road

C270
C136
natural environment
sensitive receptors
forest stewardship
traffic
access

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
GHD evaluation considered that access would be from Horseshoe Valley Road not Rainbow Valley Road (which would be for emergency purposes only) - outlined under "Social - Transportation" and Economic Capital Costs - Infrastructure"

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables D.1 to D.3
access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road and Old Second South was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads

Ms. Michelle Jardine
Mr. David Briand

November 6, 2015

Hillview Crescent

Midhurst

e-mail to Customer Service, Mayor
French, Deputy Mayor Allen

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

opposition to both the OPF and MMF
concerns about traffic - winter conditions, Gill Road, Old Second
South
concerns about groundwater
comments regarding the County's forest stewardship
comment about neighbouring landowners and local business
(Nicholyn Farms)
concern about property values
concern about odour

C136
C164/C107
traffic
groundwater
natural heritage
features (forest
sensitive receptors
Nicholyn Farms
property values
odour

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
impact on sensitive receptors(air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C136 and moderate effects for C164/C107 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer
distances
compensation for nearby residential properties and business (Nicholyn Farms) considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that given the size of the property
relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure (low net effects)

comment noted - no action required

Mr. Jason Vurma

November 6, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

supports development of this infrastructure
noted that transportation is the most important consideration
commented that siting should consider access to Highway 400 and
Highway 11
noted support for P083/P084 and C136 second choice

P084/P084
C136
transportation
efficiencies
support for site

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables I.1 to I.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to
Horseshoe Valley Road
transportation efficiencies considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - various indicators such as transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances

Mr. Bryn Epp

November 6, 2015

Oren Boulevard

Barrie

e-mail to Warden, Deputy Warden,
and County Council

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

concerns about wetlands and impact of development on
neighbouring landowner
concerned about wildlife
concerns about traffic and safety - Flos Road Three East at
Highway 27, hill on Horseshoe Valley Road

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
wetlands
wildlife
traffic
access
safety

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted moderate effects for
C270 due to the size and location of surface water features on-site
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads (and signalization at Highway 27 for Site C270)
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks for Site C270 and mitigation such as signalization may be required

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites

Ms. Adelle Bailey

November 6, 2015

Flos Road 4 East

Springwater

e-mail sent to Mayor French,
Deputy Mayor Allen

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015
requesting confirmation to
use comments

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted moderate effects for
C270 due to the size and location of surface water features on-site

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

confirmation received to use
comments on November
11, 2015

concerned about groundwater, impact on drinking water
noted concern about loss of trees
commented that this facility should be in a developed area

C270
C136
groundwater
sensitive receptors
natural heritage
features
land use/zoning

natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
land use and zoning was considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use /Zoning" - various criteria were considered such as the current land use and zoning and compatibility with existing land use/zoning furthering the required approvals was also considered by GHD under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - provided details on the feasibility and complexity of permitting/approvals

Mr. Ed Krajcir

November 6, 2015

e-mail to S. Mack, B. Clark

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

concerned about odours - comment on persistent, strong west wind
commented that recreational trail should be considered, concerned
about the impact to recreation
commented that a full-year survey for natural heritage features
should be undertaken
concerned about odours from the trucks using the facilities
concern regarding the surrounding community
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, Horseshoe Valley
Road (including site lines, access)
concerns about noise - trucks, etc.
concerns about groundwater, surface water and wetlands
concerns about the management of water
concerns about flooding, commented that site visits were in dry
season - should consider spring conditions
comment that residents will oppose applications for zoning
(P083/P084 closest to appropriate zoning)
concern about Nicholyn Farms - impact on organic farming
concern about impact on horseback riding facility and an equine
breeding facility
concerned about traffic using Rainbow Valley Road
commented that the facility should be showcased - good visibility at
P083/P084
concerned about illegal dumping
commented that there is no sewer, water, phone lines or
infrastructure close to these sites (P083/P084 closest)
commented that search area should be further south to where
material will be shipped
commented on rolling topography of C136, trees on C270
commented that the number of sensitive receptors should not be
considered
commented that it is disrespectful to site the facility near the Roman
Catholic Apto Cemetery, location where body was found
stated that the land east of C136 was a First Nation burial ground
commented that the zoning process will be long
concerned about safety of school buses, hikers making pilgrimages
to the Martyrs Shrine in Midland, horseback riders, tractors,
snowmobilers
commented that P083/P084 and C164/C107 have the most space
for future expansion
concerned about property values on the residences/farms that are
"high end" - cost of compensation
commented that the facility should be near the south end or Highway
400 - lessen the distance for hauling to end markets
noted petition of 500 signatures against C270 and C136 - noted that
they are a "highly motivated group of citizens"
noted concern about having other municipalities utilize this facility
stated that the County should put out another expression of interest
for purchase or review MLS listings over a prolonged period of time
noted that sites should be found that are not in conflict with the
screening criteria
commented that Flos Road Three and Rainbow Valley Road East
are the most beautiful in the area
commented on responsible management of forest and recreational
trails
proposed a new siting methodology
C136 summary
commented that it is rolling land and swamp
concern regarding safety of roads accessing the site
concern regarding lack of utilities and services on-site
concern regarding frequent power outages and road closures

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
in the evaluation of C136, Nicholyn Farms considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site
buffer areas, mitigation may be considered through compensation
C270
C136
odours - wind direction
recreation
natural heritage
features
EIS
sensitive receptors
Nicholyn Farms
traffic
access
noise
groundwater
surface water
wetlands
zoning
site services
center of waste
generation
topography
cemetery
First Nations
archaeological
assessment
safety
transportation
efficiencies
visual impact
siting methodology

wind speed and direction was considered by GHD under "Environmental-Air Quality" - noted that for both sites, wind is predominately coming from a northwesterly direction - no off-site receptors affected with
implementation of best management practices
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation (note that GHD's ecologist visited C136 on January 27, 2016 for preliminary work to confirm site conditions)
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects (both C270 and C136) based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted moderate effects for
C270 due to the size and location of surface water features on-site, low effects to surface water features for C136
land use and zoning was considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use /Zoning" - various criteria were considered such as the current land use and zoning and compatibility with existing land use/zoning furthering the required approvals was also considered by GHD under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - provided details on the feasibility and complexity of permitting/approvals
utilities and services were considered by GHD under "Technical - Utilities and Services" and "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high net effects as availability and distance from existing utilities and services is
minimal, high and moderate infrastructure costs for C270 and C136, respectively
siting methodology for both the OPF and MMF was outlined by GHD in the Part 1 siting report - this includes details on the center of waste generation calculations and criteria
transportation costs were considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - this includes consideration of transportation from feedstock sources and transportation to markets and end
users - moderate and lows costs noted for C270 for transportation from feedstock sources and to markets, respectively, low costs noted for C136
topography considered by GHD under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted high net effects on topography for C270, low net effects on topography for C136
First Nations and the cemetery located were considered under "Cultural - Archaeological" and "Cultural - Heritage" - noted low/no net effects until confirmation is provided through further study (to be part of
further studies to be undertaken at the preferred site)
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks for Site C270 and mitigation such as signalization may be required
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads (and signalization at Highway 27 for Site C270) - note that for C270, high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading,
and signalization and high net effects due to the increase in local traffic
visual impact considered by GHD under "Social - Visual" - noted potential effects are limited for both C270 and C136) as the site is well screened by existing vegetation, topography and the large site size
comments noted on - full-year EIS, preference for P083/P084, proposed siting methodology

C270 summary
commented that it is swamp and has recharge (significant) areas
provided a summary on site P083/P084
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C136 - 2976 Horseshoe Valley Road West, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix E)

Key Words

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables H.1 to H.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances

John and Wendy Rumney

November 6, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

commented that they moved here to be in a rural area, area is
surrounded by wetlands, zoned agricultural
commented that the facility should be situated in an area where the
infrastructure is in place, in an industrial area closer to Barrie
concern regarding winter conditions on Horseshoe Valley Road
concerned about traffic - accidents at the curve in the road by Old
Second South, crossing of snowmobiles
commented that they don't believe the engineers are finding the best
possible site and that none of the people were happy at the meetings

C136
sensitive receptors
wetlands
agricultural areas
traffic
safety

land use and zoning was considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use /Zoning" - various criteria were considered such as the current land use and zoning and compatibility with existing land use/zoning furthering the required approvals was also considered by GHD under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - provided details on the feasibility and complexity of permitting/approvals
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted moderate effects for
C270 due to the size and location of surface water features on-site, low effects to surface water features for C136
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - site size is large enough that facility footprint can be located outside of Class 1, 2, and 3 agricultural lands
siting methodology outlined in GHD Part 1 siting report - note that County landfill properties and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection
process - many of these sites were excluded in Screen 1 based on their size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions
utilities and services were considered by GHD under "Technical - Utilities and Services" and "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high net effects as availability and distance from existing utilities and services is
minimal, high and moderate infrastructure costs for C270 and C136, respectively
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads (and signalization at Highway 27 for Site C270) - note that for C270, high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading,
and signalization and high net effects due to the increase in local traffic

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
553 signatures

Petition

petition delivered to
Customer Service

November 6, 2015

-

see petition package received November 6, 2015 - 'Stop Sites C270 and C136 in Springwater Township'

concerns noted:
wetlands
wildlife
zoning
vehicle traffic
odours
impacts to local organic farms

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
17 signatures

Petition
November 17, 2015
Mr. Gerald Morgan

Flos Road 3 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

petition sent to Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
December 8, 2015

see petition received November 17, 2015

concerns noted:
wetlands
wildlife
zoning
vehicle traffic
odours
impacts to local organic farms

Notes:
1. Net effects noted are for the co-located facility
2. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Appendix F.2

Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 2249 Flos Road Seven East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix F)

Key Words

traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
most common concerns submitted for C189:
impact of traffic on Highway 93 (including through community of Hillsdale)
safety (access and traffic)
cultural heritage site - former Hamilton Inn
wildlife
loss of forest

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites
5 comments received outlining concerns

safety considered by GHD in Part 3 evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - included consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, snowmobile trails and off-road trails through the site mitigation measures noted include restricting access to facility from adjacent trails via fencing and signage and defining local traffic routing within the local neighbourhood - moderate safety risks
areas of important cultural heritage were considered by GHD in Part 3 evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - included consideration of former Hamilton Inn on adjacent site (noted the Cairn erected by Simcoe
County Tourist and Industrial Committee) - noted that confirmation through appropriate further study (i.e. Cultural Heritage Assessment) would be completed on the preferred site
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - low net effects as thee is the potential for Species
of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring at this site
loss of forested area considered under "Environmental - Affected Greenlands" - noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements to develop
infrastructure within the County Greenlands designation, mitigation such as avoidance of areas of significant/dense vegetation, potential compensation for tree removal - low net effects to lands designated as
Greenlands as an EIS would be required, no effects to ANSIs, moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for development

spoke with Mrs. Speake on
October 9, 2015 as followup, set meeting to discuss
her questions

Norm and Mary Speake

October 6, 2015
October 23, 2015
October 26, 2015
November 16, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

Hillsdale

L0L 1V0

see Table F.1
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection Areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - no net effects based on groundwater depth or
alternations to flow and direction of groundwater, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas

questions submitted to S. Mack at
public consultation session on
October 6, 2015

e-mailed Mr. Speake FAQs
and Fast Facts on October
9, 2015

see questions submitted on October 6, 2015

letter submitted at meeting with S.
Mack and J. Fairchild on October
23, 2015

mailed hardcopy of FAQs to
Mrs. Speake on October 9,
2015

see letter dated October 26, 2015

letter submitted at public
consultation session on October 26,
2015

S. Mack and J. Fairchild met
with Mrs. Speake on
October 23, 2015 to discuss
the projects

e-mail sent to S. Mack on
November 16, 2015

see letter dated October 23, 2015
concerned about impact to groundwater
concerned about odour and noise - impact on sensitive receptors
expressed concern that there is only one access road to site
no emergency exit in case of fire
Hi there. I am back in India but have two items to bring to your attention. First of all, I have checked on the
concerned about traffic, safety concerns
facility Orgaworld - London Composting Facility and have been informed that this facility has quite an odour - it
concerned about impacts on recreational use of forest
stinks for quite some distance. It is an in-vessel composting system. This information is discouraging to say the concerned about impacts to wildlife
least. Would you please include it in my comments on file, thank you. Secondly, neither my husband nor I have concerned about heritage associated with Hamilton Inn property
received a copy of the minuets of my meeting with you on October 23rd, as was promised. We would appreciate concerned for property values

receiving them as soon as possible. Thanks.
Mary Speake

C189
groundwater
odour
noise
fire routes
traffic
safety
recreational activities
wildlife
property values
heritage

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, and noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
impact to recreational activities was evaluated by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - consideration of potential to affect the use and enjoyment of snowmobile trails and off road trails - noted that given
the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, noted moderate safety risks
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - low net effects as thee is the potential for Species
of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring at this site

sent e-mail as follow-up on
November 16, 2015

compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required

sent e-mail to confirm
correspondence on
November 17, 2015

Ms. Alissa Shanahan

Ms. Sandra Collicutt

October 26, 2015

Albert Street East

Hillsdale

L0L 1V0

October 27, 2015

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session on October
26,2015

e-mail sent to website

areas of important cultural heritage were considered by GHD in Part 3 evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - included consideration of former Hamilton Inn on adjacent site (noted the Cairn erected by Simcoe
County Tourist and Industrial Committee) - noted that confirmation through appropriate further study (i.e. Cultural Heritage Assessment) would be completed on the preferred site

against development of C189 and P083/P084
concerned with traffic and related safety (school zone) at C189

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 26, 2015

concerned with lack of space for growth of facility (limited land
space), higher cost associated with non-County owned/private lands
at P083/P084

I attended the meeting on October 26, as a resident of Hillsdale Main concern is the amount of trucks that would
be using Hwy #93 and children who need to cross the Hwy to get to elementary school. We have an adult
crossing guard at present and then risk their life daily to cross the children. Very dangerous intersection. More
against development of C189
traffic especially heavy trucks, delivering and then transferring the organic waste out???? Crazy!!!!! I also would concerned with traffic - safety (school zone)
like to comment that after the meeting I would hope that council will take into consideration that the two facilities
in one place makes more sense in my eyes and in the eyes of the consulting company. Thank you

see Table F.1
C189
traffic
safety

traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, noted moderate safety risks

see Table F.1
C189
traffic
safety

traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, noted moderate safety risks

see Table F.1
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, and noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, noted moderate safety risks

Mr. John Geist

October 28, 2015

Robert Boulevard

Hillsdale

L0L 1V0

feedback form e-mailed to
A. Greenwood,
C. Matanowitsch

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see feedback form dated October 27, 2015

against development of site C189
concerned about odour
concerned wildlife will be attracted by facilities
concerned about the noise
concerned about the loss of forest
comment that facilities should be located on industrial land
concerned with loss of heritage on Penetanguishene Road
concerned about property values
concerned about groundwater contamination

C189
odour
safety
wildlife
traffic
noise
loss of forest
industrial zoning
heritage
property values
groundwater

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - low net effects as thee is the potential for Species
of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring at this site
traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
loss of forested area considered under "Environmental - Affected Greenlands" - noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study (EIS) would be undertaken as per the Official Plan requirements to develop
infrastructure within the County Greenlands designation, mitigation such as avoidance of areas of significant/dense vegetation, potential compensation for tree removal - low net effects to lands designated as
Greenlands as an EIS would be required, no effects to ANSIs, moderate effects to existing vegetation as removal would be required for development
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA requirements
areas of important cultural heritage were considered by GHD in Part 3 evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - included consideration of former Hamilton Inn on adjacent site (noted the Cairn erected by Simcoe
County Tourist and Industrial Committee) - noted that confirmation through appropriate further study (i.e. Cultural Heritage Assessment) would be completed on the preferred site
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and Source Water Protection Areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - no net effects based on groundwater depth or
alternations to flow and direction of groundwater, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas

see Table F.1

Ms. Gwen Wasyluk

November 2, 2015

Patricia Court

Hillsdale

L0L 1V0

comment sheet by mail

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 1, 2015

against development of C189
concerned about traffic and safety - particularly in school zone
concerned about noise from trucks

C189
traffic
safety
noise

traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - included consideration of access from Highway 93 through unopened road allowance, access at bend in Penetanguishene Road noted moderate net effects as potential requirement for improved signage, vehicle turning lanes, and acceleration/ deceleration lanes, moderate net effects due to increased neighbourhood traffic on local roads
within close proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of increased traffic through the community of Hillsdale, noted moderate safety risks
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, and noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

Notes:
1. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Consultation Report - Project Initiation and Siting
Appendix F.2

Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and "Technical - Safety" - noted that the Oro Moraine Core/Corridor area acts as a natural buffer between a potential facility
footprint and the recreation uses at Hardwood Ski & Bike, mitigation measures such as restricting access to facility from adjacent trails via fencing and signage - moderate safety risks

most common concerns submitted for C223:

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs

impact on recreation at Hardwood Ski & Bike
impact on the Oro Moraine
surface water features
traffic on Line 5

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites
122 comments outlining concerns (110 specifically in regard to Hardwood Ski & Bike)

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - noted unevaluated wetland in the southeast corner of site - low effects to
surface water features as the site is large and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers

Ms. Jacqueline Pegg

August 14, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent
August 25, 2015

I am extremely disappointed that one of the selected short list sites is located on the 5th Line in Oro‐Medonte.
We already have been inundated with facilities such as this within a 10 mile radius. We have the landfill site, not
one but two solar farms, an airport, several aggregate facilities and the Burl's Creek expansion! Enough is
enough, we are not a dumping ground for Simcoe County and surrounding areas. Our farmland and wetlands
around this corridor are being treated as disposable and the residents have little or no input. We also have a
"special needs" facility on the 5th Line that requires due diligence with traffic. We moved to this area quite a few
years ago and chose it because of the "agricultural" setting thinking that although highway 11 was close, the land
around us would be protected. Our wildlife and quiet rural setting should not be further inundated with the
sounds, smells and noises of trucks coming and going along the 5th Line and other surrounding routes. I ask
that you please, please, leave this area of the township alone as we are getting extremely weary of fighting to
protect our lands around here. This will be the final straw for a lot of us and it isn't fair at all. Other areas that
benefit from all that our area has had to endure should now be taking their fair share.

see Tables G.1 to G.3
against development of Site C223
concerned about impact to wildlife
concerned about noise and odours

C223
wildlife
noise
odours

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental", consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects (Terrestrial) as there is the
potential for Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects (Aquatic) as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mike and Caroline Bowman

October 9, 2015

Line 5 North

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2E0

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 13, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of Site C223
concerned about traffic and general safety

C223
traffic
safety

traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies

Mr. Terry Ruffell

October 9, 2015

Highland Drive

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2L0

e-mail to Customer Service, Debbie
Korolnek, Mayor Hughes, Deputy
Mayor Hough, and local Councillors

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

I thought the session was informative and my sense is the County and consultants were listening. It seems to me
that the big question is transportation i.e.truck routes and the best solution is 400/11. Secondly, build it close to
growth areas i.e. south Simcoe and potential big customers and that is again the same solution 400/11. Terry
additional letter attached

concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West
commented about utilizing highways for access - consider
transportation efficiencies in the evaluation
preferred the site at Highway 400 and Highway
commented that facility should be located near growth areas
(Bradford, Innisfil)
commented that County landfill sites should be used - not County
forests
support for P083/P084

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables G.1 to G.3
C223
traffic
transportation
efficiencies
locate near growth
areas
site on County landfills

traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades
transportation efficiencies considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - various indicators such as transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users
all County open and closed landfills were considered as potential sites, with 53 related properties evaluated - using the first set of evaluation criteria, 32 did not meet the minimum property size requirements, 15
were not carried forward since they were in sensitive groundwater areas, two were excluded for wetlands, and one for Prime Agricultural Land with additional access issues - three remaining sites were further
evaluated, with only the Clearview site being carried forward to the short list as a potential site (offered no advantage as it is not a brownfield site) (note that this response was added to the project FAQs)

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Jenn Jackson

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Tina Petrilli

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Ryan Jackson

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Brian Loney

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Max Noger

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Richard and Judi Fenton

October 9, 2015

Willow Bay Drive

Midhurst

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Liz Grootenboer

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

Please don't put this facility near hardwood
see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Grant Beitz

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Matt Zammit

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Mike Fogt

October 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Christi Devenyi

October 10, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 10, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Nik Halkias

October 10, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 10, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Annette deVries-Belcourt

October 10, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 10, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Thom Antonio

October 10, 2015

St. Andrews Gardens

Toronto

M4W 2E1

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 10, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Date Received

Address

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Colleen Dias

October 12, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 12, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Denis Dias

October 12, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 12, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Evgeny Nuger

October 13, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 13, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Konrad Brenner

October 13, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

The site on Line 5 would not be too desirable if it significantly negatively affects the lease arrangement with
Hardwood Hills. Hardwood Hills is the best cross-country ski facility between Toronto and North Bay in the
central corridor. (I have skied most of them over the years).

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike

In my opinion it would most desirable to combine both functions on one site regardless which site is chosen.

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and "Technical - Safety" - noted that the Oro Moraine Core/Corridor area acts as a natural buffer between a potential facility
footprint and the recreation uses at Hardwood Ski & Bike, mitigation measures such as restricting access to facility from adjacent trails via fencing and signage - moderate safety risks

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Louise Jackson

October 13, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see e-mail dated October 13, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Larry Pollock

October 14, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 19, 2015

see e-mail dated October 13, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Sarah Gaudenzi

October 16, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 19, 2015

see e-mail dated October 16, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Joseph Bailey

October 18, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 21, 2015

see e-mail dated October 18, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe
concerned about traffic

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features
traffic

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - includes consideration of exiting/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood traffic impacts
see Tables G.1 to G.3
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
Safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety", includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies - noted moderate safety risks

Glenn and Ali Bidwell

October 20, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 20, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding property values
concerned about safety
concerned about odours
concerned development will lead to future industrial development
concerned about impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine

C223
property values
Safety
Odours
Industrial Development
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine

Odour considered by GHD in evaluation under "Environmental - Odour", includes consideration of wind speed, distance to sensitive receptors, etc. - noted no off-site receptors affected based on mitigation
measures implemented for 10 receptors
Industrial development considered by GHD in evaluation under "Social - Land Use/Zoning", current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes - noted low net effects due to
displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA requirements, compatibility with existing Land Use/Zoning designations on adjacent sites - noted low net effects based on the size of the site, on-site buffer and
application of proven mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Colin Edgar

October 20, 2015

Richmond Hill

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 20, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about traffic impacts
concerned about odour and noise
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
traffic
odour
noise
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
traffic evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Social - Transportation" - includes consideration of exiting/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood traffic impacts
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Anatoli Antonovitch

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Mike Drinkwater

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

Please don't build a recycling plant next to hardwood hills. That would really stink.

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Anne Wilkie

October 21, 2015

Bethune Boulevard

Scarborough

M1M 3L1

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Dr. Russell Belk

October 21, 2015

Neon Lane

Keswick

L4P 3E9

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Rob Gordanier

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Darcie Watson

October 21, 2015

Palmerston Boulevard

Toronto

M6G 2N6

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Stephanie Jeanneret Manning

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Marina Tchistaia

October 21, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Faye Armstrong

October 21, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Date Received

Address

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Steve Faraone

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Tristan Markov

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service forwarded from Hardwood Hills

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Yvonne Patteron

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Ray Shikatani

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Cheryl Hoefer

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Dino Skordoulis

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Keith Fleury

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Adam Swayze

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Efim Gorbenko

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Date Received

Address

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Teresa Neto

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Don Hill

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

October 21, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Bibianne Bird

October 21, 2015

e-mail to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Laura Grant

October 21, 2015

Orillia

L3V 3X7

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Nelson

October 21, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Jane Stollar

October 21, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Marlene Etherington

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Mark Rodgers

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Bronwen & Jason Lash

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Name

Address

Date Received

Method
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Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Michele Mackie

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Heather Gramlow (Doswell)

October 21, 2015

Newmarket

L3Y 9E5

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Rob Simmons

October 21, 2015

Mitchell

N0K 1E0

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Caitlin Pietras (Foisy)

October 21, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Gavriel Lakhozviansky

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Jackie Balazsovits

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

October 22, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Trevor Page

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Susan and Kevin Forrest

October 22, 2015
October, 26, 2015

Hammersmith Avenue

Toronto

M4E 2W3

e-mail to Customer Service
letter to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015
see letter dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Bert Slessor

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Date Received

Address

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Dr. Lynn Dowswell

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

October 22, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Jason Zelman

October 22, 2015

St. Catharines

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Luka Senk

October 22, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Jamie Cummins

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Laura McWade

October 22, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Stanley Kochman

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Bryan Fife

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Bruno Bianchi

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures

Ms. Heather Black

October 22, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe
concerned about odours
concerned about truck traffic

Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - noted unevaluated wetland in the southeast corner of site - low effects to
surface water features as the site is large and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
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Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Jane Bonsteel

October 22, 2015

Balsam Avenue

Mississauga

L5J 1L3

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 18, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Jessica Zelman

October 23, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 23, 2015

see e-mail dated October 23, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Paul Simms

October 23, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 23, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"

Mr. Allan Hawley

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

October 23, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 23, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe and traffic
concerned with contractual arrangements

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - noted unevaluated wetland in the southeast corner of site - low effects to
surface water features as the site is large and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
contractual arrangements will be addressed through the RFP process not the siting process
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Tracey Rynard

October 23, 2015

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 23, 2015 (date received)

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Jason Koulouras

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

October 24, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 24, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Peter Van Maren

October 24, 2015

Hunter Road

Orangeville

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 24, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and "Technical - Safety" - noted that the Oro Moraine Core/Corridor area acts as a natural buffer between a potential facility
footprint and the recreation uses at Hardwood Ski & Bike, mitigation measures such as restricting access to facility from adjacent trails via fencing and signage - moderate safety risks
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Lise Dulong

October 24, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 24, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3
Industrial development considered by GHD in evaluation under "Social - Land Use/Zoning", current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes - noted low net effects due to
displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA requirements, compatibility with existing Land Use/Zoning designations on adjacent sites - noted low net effects based on the size of the site, on-site buffer and
application of proven mitigation measures
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies

e-mail sent to website
October 25, 2015
October 28, 2015

Devonleigh

e-mail to Customer Service

Oro-Medonte

see feedback from website received October 25, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
October 28, 2015

letter to S. Mack received
via mail

e-mail to Customer Service dated October 25, 2015
letter received October 28, 2015

against development of C223
concerned with siting process and inclusion of non-industrial
properties
concerns regarding and traffic impacts - safety
concerned about the dust and odours
concerned about decreased property values
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine

C223
industrial zoning
safety
traffic
dust
odour
property values
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine

traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Scott Johnston

October 26, 2015

e-mail sent to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 26, 2015

C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Mark Zielinski

October 26, 2015

Valleycrest Drive

Oro-Medonte

LOL 2LO

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 26, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. David Jeanneret

October 26, 2015

South Summit Farm Road

King City

L7B 1J8

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Edwin and Margaret Johnson

October 26, 2015

Wesleyan Court

Ancaster

L9G 5C5

letter to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see letter received October 26, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Nick Boldt

October 27, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 27, 2015

see e-mail dated October 27, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Matt Tribe

October 27, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 27, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures

Ms. Esther Kelly

October 27, 2015

Line 5 North

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2E0

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 27, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe
concerns with trucks and traffic

Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features
trucks/traffic

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Jeff Laidman

October 27, 2015

Leacock Drive

Barrie

L4N 7X3

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Guy Villeneuve

October 27, 2015

letter to S. Mack

-

see letter dated October 22, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic

Ms. Vivian MacLeod-Shellswell

October 27, 2015

Line 1 North

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2L0

comment sheet submitted from
public consultation session on
October 6,2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 21, 2015

against development of C223
concerned about traffic - safety
concerned about impacts on property values
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about Oro Moraine

C223
traffic
safety
property values
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Environmental
Oro Moraine

traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Scott Campbell

October 28, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 28, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Rebecca Young

October 28, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 28, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ian and Julie Cays

October 29, 2015

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 29, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Ray Matsalla

October 29, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 29, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Matthew Cays

October 29, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 29, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Margaret Burghardt

October 30, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 30, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures

Jane Smith and Ross Pityk

October 30, 2015

Robinson Street

Oro-Medonte
(Hawkestone)

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter received October 30, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe
concerns with trucks and traffic

Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features
trucks/traffic

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Julia Barker

October 31, 2015

Huron Woods Drive

Coldwater

L0K 1E0

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated October 31, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 and G.2

George and Laurie Bray

November 1, 2015

Balsam Street

Port Perry

L9L 1M6

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail dated November 1, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Katayoun Sabet

November 1, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 1, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Maryam Asmai

November 1, 2015

Hillsdale Ave E

Toronto

M4S 1T6

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 1, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Nick Loghmani

November 1, 2015

Hillsdale Ave E

Toronto

M4S 1T6

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 1, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Mel Yates

November 2, 2015

1707 Missenden Crescent

Mississauga

L5J 2T3

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 30, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

David and Linda Myles

November 3, 2015

Oro-Medonte

e-mail to Customer Service, Mayor
Hughes, local Councillor

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact to residents and Hardwood Ski & Bike

C223
residents
Hardwood Ski & Bike

residents considered by GHD in evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors",
"Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected based on
these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and "Technical - Safety" - noted that the Oro Moraine Core/Corridor area acts as a natural buffer between a potential facility
footprint and the recreation uses at Hardwood Ski & Bike, mitigation measures such as restricting access to facility from adjacent trails via fencing and signage - moderate safety risks

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B

Petition
November 4, 2015
Mr. Jack Sasseville

e-mail sent to website
petition delivered to Administration
Centre

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015
petition delivered November 4, 2015

concerns noted:
impacts to business
protection of environment
Oro Moraine
vehicle traffic
increased noise/odour
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Craig Hughes

letter attached to e-mail to
Customer Service

November 4, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Rosanna Beard

November 4, 2015

Line 12 South

Oro-Medonte

L0L 1T0

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter received November 4, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Tim Moffatt

November 4, 2015

letter to S. Mack

no return address
provided

see letter dated October 28, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety", includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies - noted moderate safety risks

Wayne and Anne-Marie Fluney

November 5, 2015

Line 5 North

Oro-Medonte

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding safety
concerned about impact to property values
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
C223
safety
property values
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Donna Millar

November 5, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of C223
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about impact to wildlife

C223
Oro Moraine
wildlife

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental", consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects (Terrestrial) as there is the
potential for Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects (Aquatic) as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Mary Ann West and Saul Jonas

November 5, 2015

Indian Road

Toronto

M6R 2W7

letter to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see letter dated November 1, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. George Milne

November 5, 2015

Winthorpe Road

Toronto

M4E 3V1

letter to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see letter dated November 3, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3
Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures

Ms. Danielle Berube

November 6, 2015

Line 8 North

Oro-Medonte

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe
concerned about trucks and traffic

Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features
trucks/traffic

Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic
traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Helena Spelt
Mr. Jan Karel Spelt

November 6, 2015

Tanager Avenue

Toronto

M4G 3R1

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C223 - Line 5 North, Oro-Medonte (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix G)

Key Words

see Tables G.1 to G.3
traffic considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation", included consideration of access from Line 5 North and potential need to cross hydro corridor, potential to increase traffic on local roads within close
proximity to established neighbourhoods and sensitive receptors - noted moderate net effects due to requirement for grading, widening and improved signage for transportation infrastructure, moderate net
effects due to the increase in local traffic

Ms. Eva Zaleski
Mr. Ian Kay

November 6, 2015

Line 6 North

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2E0

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

against development of C223
concern with traffic - safety
concerned about impacts on environment (wildlife, soil, and water)

C223
traffic
safety
soils
wildlife
surface water features

traffic also considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" - indicated moderate infrastructure costs and low design costs - Line 5 relatively narrow to the south, and would likely require widening and
improvements to grading, road alignment and protective measures around hydro towers
safety considered by GHD in evaluation under "Technical - Safety" - includes consideration of Hardwood Ski and Bike, potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies
soil type considered by GHD in evaluation under "Environmental - Terrestrial", overburden consists of glaciofluvial ice-contact stratifies sand, gravelly sand and gravel (minor silt and clay), overburden beneath
the proposed site is about 69 m (225 feet) thick - noted confirmation of soil types to occur should this be the preferred site, no effects on groundwater
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental", consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - noted low net effects (Terrestrial) as there is the
potential for Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects (Aquatic) as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring on this site
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - noted unevaluated wetland in the southeast corner of site - low effects to
surface water features as the site is large and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Barbara and Owen Steele

November 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 16, 2015

see e-mail dated November 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Selga Apse

November 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 17, 2015

see e-mail dated November 9, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

Ms. Sarah Archer

November 11, 2015

Horseshoe Valley

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 18, 2015

see e-mail dated November 11, 2015

inquiring to status of project/plans

Site C223

comment noted - no action required

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Genevieve Blais

November 12, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service, copied
to Mayor Huges, local Councillor

e-mail sent from SWM
November 17, 2015

see e-mail dated November 12, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Rita McLean

November 13, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 17, 2015

see e-mail dated November 13, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"
see Tables G.1 to G.3

Ms. Linda Hilpold

November 17, 2015

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated November 10, 2015

against development of C223
concerns regarding impact on Hardwood Ski & Bike
concerned about the Oro Moraine
concerned about surface water features - Georgian Bay, Lake
Huron, and Lake Simcoe

C223
Hardwood Ski & Bike
Oro Moraine
surface water features

Hardwood Ski & Bike considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to
Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors
affected based on these mitigation measures
Hardwood Ski & Bike also considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety"
Oro Moraine considered by GHD in the final evaluation under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Affected Greenlands", various criteria in "Social - Land Use/Zoning", "Technical Permitting/Approvals", "Technical - Flexibility", "Technical - Capital Costs" - indicated low net effects on Oro Moraine Core Area as this area would be avoided, high additional permit/approval costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water"

Notes:
1. Net effects noted are for the co-located facility
2. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted that improvements would be required (including paving, grading, and a signalized intersection at Highway 27) - high net effects due to
requirement for paving, grading, and signalization and high net effects due to the increase in local traffic
capital and operating costs to develop the facility at C270 were considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" and "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - considered various costs associated
with development such as infrastructure, design, permits/approvals, transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users, etc.
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features
most common concerns submitted for C270:

natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites
impact of trucks on Flos Road Three East
cost of infrastructure improvements
wetland areas - impact to surface water
impact to groundwater
wildlife
sensitive receptors

31 comments received outlining concerns
3 petitions

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions noted low net effects as there is the potential for Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring at this
site
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected based on mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors - noted low net effects given the size of the property relative to the facility
footprint, on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure

e-mail sent from SWM
August 21, 2015

August 20, 2015 to
Springwater
Ms. Heather Rutherford

August 25, 2015

e-mail to Springwater, followed-up
to County Customer Service
Flos Road Three East

e-mail sent to website

Springwater

October 28, 2015

e-mail to Warden

November 5, 2015

e-mail to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
August 27, 2015
follow-up meeting held on
September 3, 2015
(see note to file)
e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

I am the owner of 1484 Flos Road Three East property and wish information as to how I can get more
information regarding this proposed site. I am a widow, retired and live on my own and this proposal is directly
across from my property. I have not been informed by the County of the Proposal for the use of this property
and wish to protest the site. The road is not suitable, many times we cannot get services in the winter as the
road is considered too dangerous for trucks to go down and pick up our waste. If there is a possibility that this
goes forward, it will heavily impact all of us, both financially and personally on this road. Please advise who I
should approach regarding the proposed change of use of this property.
I wish to protest the location of a waste management facility across the road from my front door and property.
When I bought this property, I did a search on the official plan and zoning to ensure that I would not be investing
in a property that could negatively impact the type of retirement property that I was purchasing. I am a retired
widow, who enjoys the environment that I live in, with rural neighbours and like minded persons who place a high
value on preserving the environment. There has been no formal notification to myself as to the use of the
property across the road which will definitely impact my property, my financial stability and my lifestyle. Presently
I am in state of frustration and fear that the property that I have chosen to retire to will be impacted by decisions
that I have not been privy to. I am threatened and willing fight any way that I will need to to preserve what I own.
Any further decisions, I wish to be informed of, as it is easy to sit in a comfy chair and make decisions that
impact persons with no faces, when person like myself will be devistated at your the results.

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - for
C270, noted low net effects as there is the potential for Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review, no net effects as there are no aquatic SAR listed as occurring
at this site

against development of Site C270 and C136
concerned about development on a non-industrial zoned site
concerned about wildlife/natural environment, wetlands
concerned about zoning
commented that traffic/access not suitable on Flos Road 3
impact on community

C270
C136
wildlife
natural environment
zoning
traffic and site access
community impact

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
land use and zoning was evaluated by GHD using various indicators under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - discussed Planning amendments required including a
County and Springwater Official Plan Amendment (OPA) and Springwater Zoning By-law Amendment (ZBLA)
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected based on mitigation measures

see e-mail dated October 28, 2015 with letter dated October 27, 2015
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - considered the number and distribution of sensitive receptors - noted low net effects given the size of the property relative to the facility
footprint, on-site buffer is of a sufficient size to act as a mitigation measure

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

Ms. Scarlett Graham

e-mail to SLM
meeting with S. Graham and E.
Krajcir on September 11, 2015

September 9, 2015

e-mail with response sent
October 5, 2015

see e-mail dated September 9, 2015 and response dated October 5, 2015

various questions related to development of the facilities

FAQs

County response sent to resident and as follow-up, various questions/responses included in a package of FAQs (updated with project development and available on the project webpage)

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables H.1 to H.3
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation

e-mail from website - requesting
contact information

Ms. Cindy Mercer

September 21, 2015
September 25, 2015
November 5, 2015

Rainbow Valley Road East

Springwater

L0L 2K0

letter sent to various staff (via direct
e-mail)
package delivered to County Warden, Deputy Warden, Mayor
French, Deputy Mayor Allen, R.
McCullough, S. Mack

e-mails sent from SWM
September 22 and 25, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015 (met Ms.
Mercer at Customer
Service)

see letter dated September 25, 2015
see letter and information dated November 5, 2015

concerns about C136 and C270 (discussed primarily C136)
concerns about natural environment (i.e. wildlife)
concerns over loss of recreation (snowmobile trails, cross country
skiing, etc.)
concerns regarding wetlands on C136
concerns regarding Apto Cemetery on C136
concerns regarding local business - Nicholyn Farms
concerns regarding Cindy Halliday remains found in County forest
"off of Horseshoe Valley Road"
concerns regarding truck traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road,
Rainbow Valley Road, and site access
concerns about safety - traffic, recreational users on-site, wildlife
concerns regarding noise and odour
confusion over this facility being a "dump" - illegal public dumping
on Rainbow Valley Road
discusses compensation - commented that this means very little

C136
C270
natural environment
recreation
(snowmobile trail)
wetlands
Apto Cemetery
Nicholyn Farms
traffic, access
safety
noise
odour
illegal dumping
compensation

Freele Tract large enough to continue to be used for recreation - site footprint anticipated to be 4.5 ha of the 84 ha tract - considered by GHD in their Part 3 report under various components including "Social Sensitive Receptors" - report noted that setback distances from the faculty footprint to the multi-use trail would be implemented to the greatest extent possible as mitigation
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
the Apto Cemetery considered by GHD in their evaluation under "Cultural - Archeological" - stated that further archeological study would be undertaken, footprint area would avoid these areas
Nicholyn Farms considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation may be considered through compensation
access and traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to
"Economic - Capital Costs"
GHD evaluation considered that access would be from Horseshoe Valley Road not Rainbow Valley Road (which would be for emergency purposes only) - outlined under "Social - Transportation" and Econ
Capital Costs - Infrastructure"
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive
Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no off-site receptors affected
with mitigation measures

Mr. and Mrs. Michael & Rosemary
Shoreman

September 29, 2015
October 6, 2015
November 4, 2015

Baseline Road, R.R.#1

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letter sent to County Councillors (via
direct e-mail on September 29 and
October 6)
e-mail sent from SWM
September 30, 2015
e-mail to Warden, County Council,
and Customer Service
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015
e-mail forwarded from Mayor
French

see letter dated September 28, 2015
see e-mail dated November 4, 2015 with attached letter

commented that they expect C270 and C136 to be removed from
the evaluation process
concern that their property would be negatively affected by these
facilities
concerns about groundwater and surface water
concerns about Greenlands, noted that an Environmental Impact
Study would be required
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, access to
Horseshoe Valley Road site
concerns about air quality, odour, and noise
noted concerns about wildlife
concerns about capital cost of developing the facilities
question about need for an Environmental Assessment

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
groundwater
surface water
Greenlands
Environmental Impact
Study
traffic
air quality, odour, noise
wildlife
capital cost
Environmental
Assessment

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
land use and zoning was evaluated by GHD using various indicators under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" and under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - discussed required Planning amendments required
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
no Environmental Assessment (EA) is required for either the OPF or MMF - under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, an EA is required if more than 1,000 tonnes per day of residual waste is
transferred from the site for final disposal (this is based on the design capacity of the facility) - with anticipated growth over a 30-year design period, it is estimated the County will manage approximately 435
tonnes/day of waste for final disposal (for a combined facility in 2048) noting that this is well below the 1,000 tonnes/day trigger outlined in the Act (note that this response was added to project FAQs)
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Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3

Ms. Lorraine Morgan

October 6, 2015

Flos Road 3 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letters to R. McCullough and S.
Mack submitted at public
consultation session on October 6,
2015

-

see letters dated September 23, 2015

against development of C270
concerned for impact to farm equipment travelling along road
concerned with increased traffic
support for Site P083/P084
suggested siting at County Landfill Site 10 - Nottawasaga

C270
traffic
consideration of
industrial site

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required
comment on P083/P084 noted - no action required
County landfill properties (including Site 10 - Nottawasaga) and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection process - many of these sites were
excluded in Screen 1 based on their size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions (outlined in GHD Part 2 siting report, response included in FAQs)

see Tables H.1 to H.3
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts and "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads - noted high net effects for C270 due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in
local traffic, and high infrastructure costs related to road improvements

Mr. Gerald Morgan

October 6, 2015

Flos Road 3 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letter to R. McCullough and S. Mack
submitted at public consultation
session on October 6, 2015

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 5, 2015

against development of C270
concerned with increased traffic and safety
concerned about impacts to nearby surface water features
commented that this site is improperly zoned for industrial use

C270
traffic
surface water
zoning

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270

Ms. Beverley King

October 6, 2015
October 15, 2015

letter submitted at public
consultation session on October 6,
2015
Baseline Road

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session
on October 15, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see letter dated October 6, 2015
see comment sheet dated October 15, 2015

concerns about groundwater and surface water
impact on Matheson Creek
concerned about traffic
concerns about air quality, odour, and noise
concerned about the affect on wildlife
comment that this facility should be sited in an industrial area
comment that each of the sites should be visited, wildlife examined
further

C270
C136
groundwater
surface water
traffic
air quality
odour
noise
wildlife
siting in an industrial
area
site visits by consultant

natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required
County landfill properties and willing vendor industrial-zoned sites were included in the scope of properties reviewed in the site selection process - many of these sites were excluded in Screen 1 based on their
size, distance from the centre of waste generation, and groundwater conditions (outlined in GHD Part 2 siting report, response included in FAQs)
GHD reviewed and considered feedback received during the fall 2015 consultation sessions prior to visiting each site on November 20, 2015 - further site visits were conducted at C136 by GHD ecologist
(January 2016), County staff (March 2016), and various on-site investigations completed for technical studies (summer 2016)

see Tables H.1 to H.3
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270

Mr. G. Martin
Mrs. Tracey Martin
Family

letter submitted at public
consultation session on October 6,
2015

October 6, 2015

-

see letters received on October 6, 2015

against development of C270
concerned with run-off impacting surface water features and
groundwater sources
comment that soil conditions not suitable for development (sandy)
concerned about loss of habitat from removal of trees and impacts
to wildlife
concerned about traffic impacts
concerned about odours

C270
groundwater
surface water
soil conditions
habitat loss
wildlife
traffic
odours

natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

see Tables H.1 to H.3

Mr. Geoff House

October 8, 2015

Loftus Road

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

e-mail to SLM
(follow-up to meeting with RM, SLM
on October 2, 2015)

e-mail sent from SWM
October 9, 2015

see e-mail dated October 8, 2015

against development of C270
concerned about safety related to traffic
concerned about access to Flos Road Three
concerned about noise
concerned about impact to property values and community

C270
traffic
access
noise
property values

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
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Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

Ms. Sally Sedore

October 13, 2015

Flos Road 3 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letter to R. McCullough

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see letter dated September 23, 2015

against development of C270
concerned about traffic and access
concerned about surface water features
concerned about odours and noise

C270
traffic
access
surface water
odour
noise

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

see Tables H.1 to H.3

Mr. James Sedore

October 13, 2015

1546 Flos Road 4 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letter sent with
Ms. Sedore letter

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

see letter dated September 23, 2015

against development of C270
concerned about traffic and access

C270
traffic
access

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3

Dr. Niki MacNeill

comments sent to Springwater
Customer Service, forwarded to
County

October 13, 2015
November 4, 2015

e-mails sent to Warden, Mayor
French

e-mail received confirming
that Dr. MacNeill wished to
have her comments
included with project record see comments dated October 13, 2015
October 15, 2015
see e-mail dated November 4, 2015
e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
concerned about traffic and conditions on Horseshoe Valley Road
concerned about the environment and requirements for an
Environmental assessment
comments on safety - winter conditions on Horseshoe Valley Road,
traffic
comment on loss of agricultural land, zoning requirements

C270
C136
traffic
Environmental
Assessment
safety
agricultural land
zoning

an Environmental Assessment (EA) is not required for either the OPF or MMF - under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act, an EA is required if more than 1,000 tonnes per day of residual waste is
transferred from the site for final disposal (this is based on the design capacity of the facility) - with anticipated growth over a 30-year design period, it is estimated the County will manage approximately 435
tonnes/day of waste for final disposal (for a combined facility in 2048) noting that this is well below the 1,000 tonnes/day trigger outlined in the Act (note that this response was added to project FAQs)
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted that Flos Road Three is a dead end road with no through traffic, would require mitigation such as signalization and other mitigation such as
development of a Health and Safety Plan and Emergency Management Plan - moderate safety risks for C270
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - noted that potential effects to Prime Agricultural Lands are minimal as a tiny fraction of the site in the northeast corner is Class 1 to 3
soils - site size is large enough, however, that facility may be located outside of agricultural lands - no net effects to Class 1 to 3 Agricultural Lands
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required

see Tables H.1 to H.3

Mr. Rob Calladine

e-mail to S. Mack - follow-up to two
phone conversations on September
15, 2015 and
October 13, 2015

October 17, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
October 20, 2015

see e-mail dated October 17, 2015

against development of C270
concerned about impacts to surrounding residences
concerned about traffic and access to the site

C270
sensitive receptors
traffic
access

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

see Tables H.1 to H.3

Mr. Ben Morgan

October 23, 2015

Flos Road 4 West

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated October 19, 2015

against development of C270
concerned about traffic and impact to famers/farms on Flos Road
Three

C270
traffic
access

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

see Tables H.1 to H.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

Mr. John Alldred

October 26, 2015
October 29, 2015

West Peninsula Road

North Bay

P1B 8G4

e-mail to S. Mack with letter
attached
letter to S. Mack

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

see e-mail and letter dated October 26, 2015
letter dated October 6, 2015 (received October 29, 2015)

concerned about visual, noise, and odour impacts to neighbouring
properties
concerned about leachate/run-off affected groundwater and surface
water
comments regarding buffer size - extended up to 1000 m to nearest
neighbours
questions regarding monitoring off off-site impacts - how will they be
monitored
concerned about increased traffic
concerned that use and enjoyment of property will be affected

number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
C270
sensitive receptors
groundwater
surface water
buffer
traffic

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility

Anonymous

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session on October
26,2015

October 26, 2015

-

see comment sheet dated October 26, 2015

concerned with access and traffic - commented that cost to
upgrades roads to accommodate traffic will be high
comment that there is abundance of wildlife on Flos Road Three
concerned about impacts to groundwater
commented that area is environmentally protected and zoning for
industrial use is unethical

C270
access and traffic
costs for road
upgrades
wildlife
groundwater
zoning

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

Mr. Peter Abolins

October 29, 2015

e-mail to Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
October 29, 2015

see e-mail dated October 29, 2015

against development of the facilities
noted concern for forests, wetlands, agricultural land

C270
C136
forests
natural heritage
features
wetlands
agricultural land

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - noted that potential effects to Prime Agricultural Lands are minimal as a tiny fraction of the site in the northeast corner is Class 1 to 3
soils - site size is large enough, however, that facility may be located outside of agricultural lands - no net effects to Class 1 to 3 Agricultural Lands

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3

Mr. James P. Shields

October 30, 2015
November 2, 2015

e-mail to Mayor French forwarded
October 30, 2015
4 Platt Avenue

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
letter to County dated
October 29, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 3, 2015, also
received confirmation to
include e-mail to Mayor
French

see e-mail to Mayor French dated October 30, 2015
see letter dated October 29, 2015

against development of the facilities
concerned about traffic
concerned about impact on sensitive receptors around the facility
noted preference for alternative sites along Highway 90 to Angus

C270
C136
traffic
sensitive receptors
alternative sites

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
candidate sites along Highway 90 were evaluated by GHD in their Part 2 siting report (see Figure 3 in both OPF and MMF reports)

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables D.1 to D.3
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted that Flos Road Three is a dead end road with no through traffic, would require mitigation such as signalization and other mitigation such as
development of a Health and Safety Plan and Emergency Management Plan - moderate safety risks for C270

Aidan and Sherrileen Weld

October 30, 2015

12 Pine Hill Drive

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

comment sheet delivered to
Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 28, 2015

C270
C136
concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West and impac C164/C107
on tourism
traffic
safety concerns noted - consideration for winter driving conditions
safety
impact on sensitive receptors - odour, noise, etc.
winter road conditions
fear of groundwater and surface water contamination
sensitive receptors
wetlands
groundwater
concern about property values
surface water
wetlands
property values

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required

Nancy Bigelow and Doug Fluker

Nursery Road

Minesing

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

L0L 1Y2

access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
Freele Tract large enough to continue to be used for recreation - site footprint anticipated to be 4.5 ha of the 84 ha tract - considered by GHD in their Part 3 report under various components including "Social Sensitive Receptors" - report noted that setback distances from the faculty footprint to the multi-use trail would be implemented to the greatest extent possible as mitigation

Kevin and Joan Firth

November 2, 2015

Nursery Road

Minesing

L0L 1Y2

letters to Warden,
Deputy Warden and
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2016

see letter dated October 29, 2015 (from Nancy Bigelow and Doug Fluker, Kevin and Joan Firth, and Robert and
Judy Clarke)

concerned about traffic flow
commented on forest, loss of recreation
concerned about odour
concerned about visual impact of the facility on the community

traffic
loss of recreation
natural environment
odour
visual impact

natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

Robert and Judi Clarke

Nursery Road

Minesing

L0L 1Y2

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2017

visual impact considered by GHD under "Social - Visual" - noted that potential effects are limited as the site is well screened by existing vegetation, topography, and large site size - noted low net effects as
installation of visual screening would obscure views of the facility from surrounding areas
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas

e-mail sent to Warden and Deputy
Warden
Nick and Lynda Van Casteren

November 3, 2015

Horseshoe Valley Road West

Phelpston

L0L 2K0
duplicate e-mail forwarded from
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 4, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

concerns about impact to their farm and on-farm retail market
concerned about groundwater and surface water
concerned about impact of traffic
concerns about air quality, noise, odour
concerns about wildlife, impact on ecosystems

C270
C136
Nicholyn Farms
groundwater
surface water
traffic
air quality
noise
odour
wildlife
natural heritage
features

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures

e-mail to S. Mack and Warden
Jerry & Sandi Dunlop

November 3, 2015

Rainbow Valley Road East

Springwater

duplicate e-mail forwarded from
Mayor French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 4, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

concerns about impact to neighbouring landowners
comment regarding land use and zoning
concerns about natural heritage features
comment about siting facility in industrial area

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
land use and zoning
natural heritage
features
industrial sites
considered

number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
all County open and closed landfills were considered as potential sites, with 53 related properties evaluated - using the first set of evaluation criteria, 32 did not meet the minimum property size requirements, 15
were not carried forward since they were in sensitive groundwater areas, two were excluded for wetlands, and one for Prime Agricultural Land with additional access issues - three remaining sites were further
evaluated, with only the Clearview site being carried forward to the short list as a potential site (offered no advantage as it is not a brownfield site) (note that this response was added to the project FAQs)

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

A. Fitzpatrick

November 4, 2015

letters sent to Warden, Mayor
French, and Council

-

see letter received November 4, 2015

comments on wildlife, wetlands, and natural heritage features of Sit
C270
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, Horseshoe Valley
Road, Rainbow Valley Road
concerns about natural heritage features, wildlife
comment on loss of agricultural land
concerns about odour and air quality
commented that the sites should be walked

C270
C136
wildlife
natural heritage
features
wetlands
traffic
agricultural land
odour
air quality
site visit

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
agricultural land considered by GHD under "Environmental - Agricultural" - noted that potential effects to Prime Agricultural Lands are minimal as a tiny fraction of the site in the northeast corner is Class 1 to 3
soils - site size is large enough, however, that facility may be located outside of agricultural lands - no net effects to Class 1 to 3 Agricultural Lands
GHD reviewed and considered feedback received during the fall 2015 consultation sessions prior to visiting each site on November 20, 2015 - further site visits were conducted at C136 by GHD ecologist
(January 2016), County staff (March 2016), and various on-site investigations completed for technical studies (summer 2016)

see Table H.1 to H.3
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas

Ms. Joan Price

November 5, 2015

e-mail sent to Warden, Deputy
Warden, Mayor French, and Deputy
Mayor Allen

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of C270
disagree with rezoning of property
commented that majority of year the property is very wet
concerned about habitat loss and impact to wildlife
concerned about property values
concerned about impact to recreational use of trails nearby
concerned about safety related to traffic and access
concerned about high cost to build/operate facilities and lifespan of
infrastructure
question regarding handling waste from other jurisdictions
question regarding waste centroid

C270
zoning
site conditions (wet)
habitat
property values
wildlife
recreational use
traffic
access
costs to develop
waste centroid

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
capital and operating costs to develop the facility at C270 were considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" and "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - considered various costs associated
with development such as infrastructure, design, permits/approvals, transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users, etc.
response to question regarding acceptance of waste from other jurisdictions added to FAQs - potential at this facility for available merchant capacity for transfer of blue box recycling and processing of organics
(response added to FAQs - "Will this facility accept waste from other municipalities?")
waste centroid calculations were outlined in GHD's Part 1 siting report for the MMF (response added to FAQs - "Was waste generation considered?")
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

Mark and Sharon Lawson

November 5, 2015

e-mail to Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

concerns about the impact on the environment
concerned about the lack of infrastructure
concerned about the impact on sensitive receptors
commented on the County's FSC certification, commitment to
County forests
concerned about traffic on Rainbow Valley Road

C270
C136
natural environment
infrastructure
sensitive receptors
forest stewardship
traffic
access

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
infrastructure requirements considered by GHD under " Technical - Utilities and Services" and "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high net effects as availability and distance from existing utilities and services
is minimal, high infrastructure costs
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

see Tables H.1 to H.3
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements

Ms. Cassandra Rutherford

e-mail to Customer Service,
Warden, Mayor French

November 6, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015 - letter dated November 5, 2015 attached

against development of C270
concerned about increased traffic - cost for upgrades
concerned for impacts to groundwater sources
concerned about impact to wildlife
comment do not agree with zoning

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
C270
traffic
groundwater
wildlife
zoning

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

Mr. Bryn Epp

November 6, 2015

14 Oren Boulevard

Barrie

e-mail to Warden, Deputy Warden,
and County Council

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

concerns about wetlands and impact of development on
neighbouring landowner
concerned about wildlife
concerns about traffic and safety - Flos Road Three East at
Highway 27, hill on Horseshoe Valley Road

C270
C136
sensitive receptors
wetlands
wildlife
traffic
access
safety

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted potential effects on
unevaluated wetlands close to the centre of the site and bordering the site to the north and off-site large unevaluated wetlands to the northeast and south/southeast - moderate net effects due to the size and
location of surface water features for C270
natural drainage patterns considered under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted that due to the varied topography, high potential to alter natural drainage patterns - mitigation outlined such as minimizing surface
water flow into unevaluated wetlands through design (conveyance) - high net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation - moderate effects to existing vegetation on-site as removal will be required for the facility
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts and "Economic Capital Costs" for required upgrades to Flos Road Three East - noted high net effects due to requirement for paving, grading, and signalization, high net effects due to the increase in local traffic, and high
infrastructure costs related to road improvements
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted that Flos Road Three is a dead end road with no through traffic, would require mitigation such as signalization and other mitigation such as
development of a Health and Safety Plan and Emergency Management Plan - moderate safety risks for C270

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas for both sites

Ms. Adelle Bailey

November 6, 2015

1271 Flos Road 4 East

Springwater

e-mail sent to Mayor French,
Deputy Mayor Allen

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015
requesting confirmation to
use comments
confirmation received to use
comments on November
11, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

concerned about groundwater, impact on drinking water
noted concern about loss of trees
commented that this facility should be in a developed area

C270
C136
groundwater
sensitive receptors
natural heritage
features
land use/zoning

impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
number and distribution of sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted that given the size of the property relative to the facility footprint, the on-site buffer is of a sufficient
size to act as a mitigation measure - low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
C189 - 1453 Flos Road Three East, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Mr. Ed Krajcir

Address

Date Received

Method

November 6, 2015

e-mail to S. Mack, B. Clark

Follow-up

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

Feedback Received

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

Interpretation of Feedback

concerned about odours - comment on persistent, strong west wind
commented that recreational trail should be considered, concerned
about the impact to recreation
commented that a full-year survey for natural heritage features
should be undertaken
concerned about odours from the trucks using the facilities
concern regarding the surrounding community
concerns about traffic on Flos Road Three East, Horseshoe Valley
Road (including site lines, access)
concerns about noise - trucks, etc.
concerns about groundwater, surface water and wetlands
concerns about the management of water
concerns about flooding, commented that site visits were in dry
season - should consider spring conditions
comment that residents will oppose applications for zoning
(P083/P084 closest to appropriate zoning)
concern about Nicholyn Farms - impact on organic farming
concern about impact on horseback riding facility and an equine
breeding facility
concerned about traffic using Rainbow Valley Road
commented that the facility should be showcased - good visibility at
P083/P084
concerned about illegal dumping
commented that there is no sewer, water, phone lines or
infrastructure close to these sites (P083/P084 closest)
commented that search area should be further south to where
material will be shipped
commented on rolling topography of C136, trees on C270
commented that the number of sensitive receptors should not be
considered
commented that it is disrespectful to site the facility near the Roman
Catholic Apto Cemetery, location where body was found
stated that the land east of C136 was a First Nation burial ground
commented that the zoning process will be long
concerned about safety of school buses, hikers making pilgrimages
to the Martyrs Shrine in Midland, horseback riders, tractors,
snowmobilers
commented that P083/P084 and C164/C107 have the most space
for future expansion
concerned about property values on the residences/farms that are
"high end" - cost of compensation
commented that the facility should be near the south end or Highwa
400 - lessen the distance for hauling to end markets
noted petition of 500 signatures against C270 and C136 - noted that
they are a "highly motivated group of citizens"
noted concern about having other municipalities utilize this facility
stated that the County should put out another expression of interest
for purchase or review MLS listings over a prolonged period of time
noted that sites should be found that are not in conflict with the
screening criteria
commented that Flos Road Three and Rainbow Valley Road East
are the most beautiful in the area
commented on responsible management of forest and recreational
trails
proposed a new siting methodology

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix H)

Key Words

see Tables H.1 to H.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
impact on sensitive receptors (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors" - note that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors), no offsite receptors affected with mitigation measures
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted low net effects for C270 and C136 based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
in the evaluation of C136, Nicholyn Farms considered by GHD under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted low net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site
buffer areas, mitigation may be considered through compensation
C270
C136
odours - wind direction
recreation
natural heritage
features
EIS
sensitive receptors
Nicholyn Farms
traffic
access
noise
groundwater
surface water
wetlands
zoning
site services
center of waste
generation
topography
cemetery
First Nations
archaeological
assessment
safety
transportation
efficiencies
visual impact
siting methodology

wind speed and direction was considered by GHD under "Environmental-Air Quality" - noted that for both sites, wind is predominately coming from a northwesterly direction - no off-site receptors affected with
implementation of best management practices
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands", noted that a Scoped Environmental Impact Study would be undertaken, avoidance of
significant/dense vegetation, and compensation for tree removal as mitigation (note that GHD's ecologist visited C136 on January 27, 2016 for preliminary work to confirm site conditions)
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions
groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted no net effects (both C270 and C136) based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions - noted moderate effects for
C270 due to the size and location of surface water features on-site, low effects to surface water features for C136
land use and zoning was considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use /Zoning" - various criteria were considered such as the current land use and zoning and compatibility with existing land use/zoning furthering the required approvals was also considered by GHD under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" - provided details on the feasibility and complexity of permitting/approvals
utilities and services were considered by GHD under "Technical - Utilities and Services" and "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high net effects as availability and distance from existing utilities and services is
minimal, high and moderate infrastructure costs for C270 and C136, respectively
siting methodology for both the OPF and MMF was outlined by GHD in the Part 1 siting report - this includes details on the center of waste generation calculations and criteria
transportation costs were considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - this includes consideration of transportation from feedstock sources and transportation to markets and
users - moderate and lows costs noted for C270 for transportation from feedstock sources and to markets, respectively, low costs noted for C136
topography considered by GHD under "Environmental - Terrestrial" - noted high net effects on topography for C270, low net effects on topography for C136
First Nations and the cemetery located were considered under "Cultural - Archaeological" and "Cultural - Heritage" - noted low/no net effects until confirmation is provided through further study (to be part of
further studies to be undertaken at the preferred site)
safety considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - noted moderate safety risks for Site C270 and mitigation such as signalization may be required
access and traffic on Flos Road Three East and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood
impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads (and signalization at Highway 27 for Site C270) - note that for C270, high net effects due to requirement for paving, gra
and signalization and high net effects due to the increase in local traffic
visual impact considered by GHD under "Social - Visual" - noted potential effects are limited for both C270 and C136) as the site is well screened by existing vegetation, topography and the large site size

C136 summary
commented that it is rolling land and swamp
concern regarding safety of roads accessing the site
concern regarding lack of utilities and services on-site
concern regarding frequent power outages and road closures

comments noted on - full-year EIS, preference for P083/P084, proposed siting methodology

C270 summary
commented that it is swamp and has recharge (significant) areas
provided a summary on site P083/P084

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
317 signatures

Petition

petition delivered to
Customer Service

November 6, 2015

-

see petition package received November 6, 2015 - 'Save the Craighurst/Millenium forest tract'

concerns noted:
impacts on terrestrial and aquatic wildlife
suitability of forest tracts
vehicle traffic

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
553 signatures

Petition

petition delivered to
Customer Service

November 6, 2015

-

see petition package received November 6, 2015 - 'Stop Sites C270 and C136 in Springwater Township'

concerns noted:
wetlands
wildlife
zoning
vehicle traffic
odours
impacts to local organic farms

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
17 signatures

Petition
November 17, 2015
Mr. Gerald Morgan

Flos Road 3 East

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

petition sent to Warden

e-mail sent from SWM
December 8, 2015

see petition received November 17, 2015

concerns noted:
wetlands
wildlife
zoning
vehicle traffic
odours
impacts to local organic farms

Notes:
1. Net effects noted are for the co-located facility
2. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
P083/P084 - 540/528 Penetanguishene Road, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix I)

Key Words

impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
heritage was considered by GHD in evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - includes consideration Penetanguishene Road as a road of historical significance and St. James Cemetery - noted further study (i.e.
Cultural Heritage Study) would be completed on preferred site
most common concerns submitted for P083/P084:

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites

proximity to sensitive receptors
impact to heritage features - St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church and cemetery
limited flexibility given property size and distance to sensitive receptors
impact to surface water features
traffic and access from Penetanguishene Road
groundwater

15 comments received outlining concerns
1 petition
6 comments in support

design/operational flexibility and surplus lands for expansion were considered under "Technical - Flexibility" - noted that site provides for a low level of design and operation flexibility given the constraints and a
low level of surplus lands for expansion - low positive effects as the site has limited ability to accommodate design or operational flexibility, low positive net effects as the site has limited ability to accommodate
expansion
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
infrastructure costs associated with improvements to Penetanguishene Road and the interchange at Highway 11 considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high infrastructure costs
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" - groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas

Mr. Dave Sills

August 8, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent
August 28, 2015

I'm glad to see the county is planning to build an organics processing facility. I like the location on
Penetanguishene Road ‐ very visible to the public, and not 'out of sight, out of mind'. Let's showcase this
technology! Cheers.

support for project
support for Site P083/P084

P083/P084

concerned about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road West
commented about utilizing highways for access - consider
transportation efficiencies in the evaluation
preferred the site at Highway 400 and Highway 11
commented that facility should be located near growth areas
(Bradford, Innisfil)
commented that County landfill sites should be used - not County
forests
support for P083/P084

C136
C223
P083/P084
traffic
transportation
efficiencies
locate near growth
areas
site on County landfills

for P083/P084, access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required
transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and
moderate net effects due to the increase in local traffic

see e-mail dated October 21, 2015

support for project
support for Site P083/P084

P083/P084

comment noted - no action required

see e-mail dated October 26, 2015

against development of site C164/C107
support for P083/P084
concerned with impact to wildlife, development of facilities on nonindustrial/forest land

P083/P084
wildlife
zoning

comment noted - no action required

see Tables E.1 to E.3, Tables G.1 to G.3

Mr. Terry Ruffell

October 9, 2015

Highland Drive

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2L0

e-mail to Customer Service, Debbie
Korolnek, Mayor Hughes, Deputy
Mayor Hough, and local Councillors

e-mail sent from SWM
October 14, 2015

I thought the session was informative and my sense is the County and consultants were listening. It seems to me
that the big question is transportation i.e.truck routes and the best solution is 400/11. Secondly, build it close to
growth areas i.e. south Simcoe and potential big customers and that is again the same solution 400/11. Terry
additional letter attached

Mr. Dave Shepherd

October 21, 2015

Valley View Drive

Minesing

L0L 1Y0

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 22, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 2, 2015

infrastructure costs associated with improvements to Penetanguishene Road and the interchange at Highway 11 considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high infrastructure costs
transportation efficiencies considered by GHD under "Economic - Operation and Maintenance Costs" - various indicators such as transportation from feedstock sources, transportation to markets and end users
all County open and closed landfills were considered as potential sites, with 53 related properties evaluated - using the first set of evaluation criteria, 32 did not meet the minimum property size requirements, 15
were not carried forward since they were in sensitive groundwater areas, two were excluded for wetlands, and one for Prime Agricultural Land with additional access issues - three remaining sites were further
evaluated, with only the Clearview site being carried forward to the short list as a potential site (offered no advantage as it is not a brownfield site) (note that this response was added to the project FAQs)

see Tables D.1 to D.3

Mr. Peter Stephan

October 26, 2015

presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered - low net effects as there is the potential for
Species of Special Concern, Threatened, and/or Endangered based on preliminary review for P083/P084
current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes considered by GHD under "Social - Land Use/Zoning" - noted that a County and Springwater OPA and Springwater
ZBLA would be required - low net effect due to displacement of current land use and OPA/ZBLA, low net effects noted under "Technical - Permitting/Approvals" as these amendments would be required

see Tables I.1 to I.3
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic

Ms. Alissa Shanahan

October 26, 2015

Albert Street East

Hillsdale

L0L 1V0

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session on October
26,2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 26, 2015

against development of C189 and P083/P084
concerned with traffic - safety (school zone) at C189
concerned with lack of space for growth of facility (limited land
space)
commented about higher costs associated with non-County
owned/private lands at P083/P084

P083/P084
traffic
safety
limited space for
expansion
buffer distance
sensitive receptors
costs

infrastructure costs associated with improvements to Penetanguishene Road and the interchange at Highway 11 considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high infrastructure costs
safety was considered under "Technical - Safety" - noted low safety risks
design/operational flexibility and surplus lands for expansion were considered under "Technical - Flexibility" - noted that site provides for a low level of design and operation flexibility given the constraints and a
low level of surplus lands for expansion - low positive effects as the site has limited ability to accommodate design or operational flexibility, low positive net effects as the site has limited ability to accommodate
expansion
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
complexity and costs associated with purchase and development/construction of property was considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that as this is a
privately-owned property, will require negotiations, legal review, risk review, property investigations - high complexity, risk, and liability and high cost for property acquisition

see Table I.1 to I.3
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

Ms. Tammy Murphy Drinkwalter

November 4, 2015

Penetanguishene Road, RR #1

Barrie

L4M 0H1

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

against development of C189 and P083/P084
concerned with proximity to residential dwellings and hospital
concerns for surface water impacts (Willow Creek)
concerned about increased truck traffic
concerned about and air quality

P083/P084
sensitive receptors
surface water
traffic
air quality

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water", potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site), off-site to the east, and directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland, there is another large unevaluated wetland, which may be connected - noted moderate effects to surface
water features as the site is large and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
infrastructure costs associated with improvements to Penetanguishene Road and the interchange at Highway 11 considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs" - noted high infrastructure costs
air quality impact on sensitive receptors considered by GHD under - "Environmental - Air Quality", "Environmental - Odour" - noted that mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to
sensitive receptors), low net effects with on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure

Mr. Sandy Agnew
Vice Chair, AWARE Simcoe

November 4, 2015

e-mail sent to website
e-mail also sent to S. Mack with pdf
on November 5, 2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 5, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

support for project
indicated support for Site P083/P084

P083/P084

comment noted - no action required
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
P083/P084 - 540/528 Penetanguishene Road, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix I)

Key Words

see Tables I.1 to I.3

Allen and Annetta Quinlan

November 4, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

Springwater

L4M 7C6

comment sheet by mail

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 2, 2015

concerns for surface water impacts (Willow Creek and Little Lake)
concerned for impact to farm equipment travelling along road
(traffic)

P083/P084
surface water
traffic

surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs

see Tables I.1 to I.3, Tables E.1 to E.3
natural environment considered under various criteria in "Environmental" - includes "Terrestrial - Affected Greenlands" - noted that for P083/P084 that the southern portion of the site is entirely forested mitigation would consider avoidance of areas of vegetation and should trees be removed, compensation at a minimum on a 1:1 ratio - no net effects to County Greenlands or ANSIs, low effects to exiting
vegetation on-site
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered, walk of site by GHD to confirm site conditions

Ms. Christine Bevan

November 4, 2015

Maltman Court

Phelpston

L0L 2K0

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 4, 2015

commented that all sites are poor choices
commented on the value of County forests, FSC certification
comment on the P083/P084 - concerns about groundwater,
cemetery, traffic
concerns about traffic on Horseshoe Valley Road
concerns about sensitive receptors

P083/P084
natural heritage
features
groundwater
sensitive receptors
traffic

groundwater was considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater" (Screen 1 exclusionary criteria) - examined indicators such as groundwater depth, flow and direction, and Source Water Protection
Areas - noted low net effects for P083/P084 and no net effects for C136 based on depth and surface water management on-site (mitigation), low net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) considered by GHD under various evaluation components - "Environmental - Air Quality Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures outlined in the evaluation
(including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas for P084/P084 and low net effects for C136
based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer distances
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road (and interchange at Highway 11) and Horseshoe Valley Road was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - examined the existing/required
transportation infrastructure, neighbourhood impacts in addition to "Economic - Capital Costs" for required upgrades to both roads

see Tables I.1 to I.3
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic

Ms. Bernice Hickling

November 4, 2015

Line 1 South

Oro-Medonte

L0L 2L0

letter to S. Mack

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter dated November 2, 2015

against development P083/P084
concerned about increased truck traffic
concerned about the high costs to purchase property and costs
associated with preparation of construction due to wetland/water
concerned with proximity to City of Barrie and hospital (RVH) ,
Georgian College, etc.

P083/P084
traffic
costs to
purchase/develop
sensitive receptors

access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
complexity and costs associated with purchase and development/construction of property was considered by GHD under "Economic - Capital Costs" and "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that as this is a
privately-owned property, will require negotiations, legal review, risk review, property investigations - high complexity, risk, and liability and high cost for property acquisition
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas

see Tables I.1 to I.3

Mrs. Livii Stephenson

November 5, 2015

Napoleon Road

Oro-Medonte

call to Customer Service

-

calling regarding the location 528 & 540 Penetanguishene Road - caller is located up hill from proposed site feels
this will put too much traffic and transport traffic in this area - concern with the intersection of Highway 11 &
County Road 93 - there are already accidents weekly and now if the plant goes in there will be far more
congestion - as well concerned about the odour because caller is up hill from proposed location

concerned with increased truck traffic

P083/P084
traffic

access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs

see Tables I.1 to I.3
heritage was considered by GHD in evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - includes consideration Penetanguishene Road as a road of historical significance and St. James Cemetery - noted further study (i.e.
Cultural Heritage Study) would be completed on preferred site

Ms. Stephanie Conley

November 5, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 6, 2015

see e-mail dated November 5, 2015

against development of P083/084
concerned with loss to heritage of area
concerned about groundwater contamination
concerned with potential light and noise pollution
concerned about increased traffic
concerned for impact to local businesses

P083/P084
heritage
groundwater
light
noise
traffic
sensitive receptors

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
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Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
P083/P084 - 540/528 Penetanguishene Road, Springwater (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix I)

Key Words

see Tables I.1 to I.3
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic

Jack and Ella Besse

November 5, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

L4M 4Y8

comment sheet by mail

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 2, 2015

against development of P083/084
concerned with increased truck traffic
concerned about decreased property values
concerned about noise and air pollution
concerned about surface water impacts

P083/P084
traffic
property values
sensitive receptors
surface water

access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features

Mr. Jason Vurma

November 6, 2015

e-mail sent to website

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

support for project
indicated support for Site P083/P084

-

comment noted - no action required

see Tables I.1 to I.3
heritage was considered by GHD in evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - includes consideration Penetanguishene Road as a road of historical significance and St. James Cemetery - noted further study (i.e.
Cultural Heritage Study) would be completed on preferred site

Mr. Bill Pidlysny

November 6, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

e-mail to Customer Service
e-mail sent from website

Springwater

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 20215 - comment sheet attached
see comments submitted via webpage on November 6, 2015

against development of P083/P084
concerned about impact to heritage and atmosphere of church
concerned with safety related to traffic
expressed environmental concerns related to surface water features

P083/P084
heritage (church and
cemetery)
traffic
surface water

access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features

see Tables I.1 to I.3
heritage was considered by GHD in evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - includes consideration Penetanguishene Road as a road of historical significance and St. James Cemetery - noted further study (i.e.
Cultural Heritage Study) would be completed on preferred site
emergency services such as potential safety risks considered by GHD under "Technical - Safety" - potential for spills, fire, and other emergencies - noted development of Health and Safety Plan and Emergency
Management Plan as mitigation measures
surface water flows were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Terrestrial - Topography" - as a portion of the site has been re-graded with a steep slope surrounding the perimeter of the forested
area/unevaluated wetland to the south, the potential to alter natural drainage patterns is minimized - noted mitigation measures through set back from slopes and unevaluated wetlands and minimizing surface
water flow through site design - low net effects on topography as it relates to natural environment (natural drainage patterns)

Robert and Patricia Richards

November 6, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

letter delivered to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see letter dated November 6, 2015

against development of P083/P084
concerned with loss to heritage of Penetanguishene Road and St.
James Cemetery
concerned emergency services too far/not adequate
concerned about technical aspects of site such as topography (run
off)
comment regarding facility design in regards to air
pollution/emissions and odours
environmental concerns such as groundwater (source water
protection) and surface water impacts
concerned about and wildlife (snapping turtle migration)
concerned with increased truck traffic

P083/P084
heritage
emergency services
topography
emissions/odours
groundwater
surface water
wildlife
traffic

impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs

see Tables I.1 to I.3
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic

Charles and Elizabeth Style

November 6, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

Barrie

L4M 4Y8

letter delivered to Customer Service

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see letter received November 6, 2015

against development of P083/P084
concerned with safety related to traffic
concerned about impacts to groundwater and surface water features
comment regarding perception due to high visibility from highway
(tourism)

P083/P084
traffic
groundwater
surface water
visibility

access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
visibility considered by GHD under "Social - Visual" - noted that potential effects are high as the site is open, with the exception for the forested area to the south - screening required (either as a berm or
vegetative) - low net effects as installation of visual screening would obscure views of the facility from surrounding areas
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Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process1
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report - Appendix I)

Key Words

see Tables I.1 to I.3

Ms. Pauline Chappell

November 6, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

Barrie

L4M 4Y8

comment sheet delivered to
Customer Service

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 6, 2015

against development of P083/084
concerned with safety related to traffic

P083/P084
traffic

access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs

see Tables I.1 to I.3
impact on sensitive receptors (including the St. Nektarios Greek Orthodox Church located next to P083/P084) (air quality, odour, noise) considered by GHD under various evaluation components "Environmental - Air Quality - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Odour - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", "Environmental - Noise - Proximity to Sensitive Receptors", mitigation measures
outlined in the evaluation (including buffer distance to sensitive receptors) - noted low net effects as there is limited on-site buffer to act as mitigation measure to sensitive receptors
sensitive receptors also considered under "Social - Sensitive Receptors" - noted high net effects based on proximity to sensitive receptors and on-site buffer areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features

Roy and Peggy Pratt

November 6, 2015

letter delivered to Customer Service

no return address
provided

see letter received November 6, 2015

concerned about odours/air quality, noise and light pollution and the
impacts to neighbours and nearby businesses
environmental concerns related to surface water features,
groundwater (natural heritage features), and wildlife (snapping turtle
migration)
concerned that small size of site limits buffer to neighbours
concerned with safety related to traffic
concerned with loss to heritage of Penetanguishene Road and St.
James Cemetery
questions land use and zoning of site

P083/P084
sensitive receptors
light
surface water
groundwater
wildlife
buffer distance
traffic
heritage
zoning

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
presence of wildlife evaluated by GHD under various criteria in "Environmental" - consideration for species of special concern, threatened, and/or endangered
compensation for nearby residential properties considered by GHD under "Legal - Land Acquisition" - noted that mitigation through compensation may be required
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic
access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
heritage was considered by GHD in evaluation under "Cultural - Heritage" - includes consideration Penetanguishene Road as a road of historical significance and St. James Cemetery - noted further study (i.e.
Cultural Heritage Study) would be completed on preferred site
zoning of site addressed by GHD in evaluation under "Social - Land Use/Zoning", current land use, zoning, approved development plans, and proposed land use changes - noted County and Springwater
Official Plan Amendments and Springwater Zoning By-Law Amendment would be required

see Tables I.1 to I.3

Ms. Dana Panos

November 9, 2015

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 17, 2015

see e-mail dated November 9, 2015

concerned with groundwater and surface water impacts
commented that facilities should use municipal water and sewage
treatment infrastructure

P083/P084
groundwater
surface water
utilities

groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features
availability and distance from utilities and services was considered by GHD under "Technical - Utilities/Service" - noted no sanitary sewer, municipal water supply, or gas supply in vicinity of site - high net effects
as availability and distance from existing utilities and services is minimal, high infrastructure costs

see Tables I.1 to I.3
access and traffic on Penetanguishene Road and proximity to interchange at Highway 11 was considered by GHD under "Social - Transportation" - considered the existing/required transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhood impacts - noted high net effects due to requirement for turning and acceleration/declaration lanes, signalization, potential Highway 11 interchange upgrade and moderate net effects due to the
increase in local traffic

Ms. Eileen McLean

November 9, 2015

Penetanguishene Road

Barrie

L4M 7C6

comment sheet by mail

letter sent from SWM
November 19, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 1, 2015

against development of P083/P084
concerned with safety related to traffic - concerned for impact to
farm equipment travelling along road (traffic)
concerned with groundwater and surface water impacts

P083/P084
traffic
groundwater
surface water

access and traffic also considered by GHD in "Economic - Capital Costs", required upgrades to Penetanguishene Road and Highway 11 interchange - noted moderate infrastructure costs, high construction
costs
groundwater indicators such as depth, flow and direction and source water protection areas were considered by GHD under "Environmental - Groundwater", groundwater table is relatively high, shown to be 0.3
m from ground surface in some areas, the site is not located within a wellhead protection area (WHPA) or a highly vulnerable aquifer (HVA) - noted no net effect based on the groundwater depth and the surface
water management on-site, no net effects as no alterations to flow and direction of groundwater are anticipated as part of the design of the facility, no net effects to Source Water Protection Areas
surface water features such as wetlands, floodplains and waterbodies considered by GHD under "Environmental - Surface Water" - potential effects to large, unevaluated wetland in southern portion of the site
(approximately 25% of the site) and off-site to the east (directly abutting the on-site unevaluated wetland) another large unevaluated wetland - noted moderate effects to surface water features as the site is large
and able to be located an appropriate distance from surface water features

see Table 2.3 Petitions, Appendix B
187 signatures

Petition
Wolfgang and Ingrid Schroeter
(via Kelly Morrison)

November 13, 2015

Napoleon Road

Barrie

L4M 0G8

e-mail sent to R. McCullough,
copied to Mayor French, Mayor
Hughes, Mayor Lehman, MP Nuttall,
MPP Brown, Barrie Examiner

e-mail sent from SWM
November 16, 2015

see letter received November 13, 2015 (includes petition)

concerns noted:
aquifer
cost of private land
vehicle traffic
visual impacts
buffer distances
odour

Notes:
1. Net effects noted are for the co-located facility
2. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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Organics Processing Facility and Materials Management Facility
Feedback Summary and Response - Short List of Sites
General Correspondence Received (to November 17, 2015)

Name

Address

Date Received

Method

Follow-up

Feedback Received

Interpretation of Feedback

Summary of how addressed in siting process
(reference in Part 3 Siting Report)

Key Words

SUMMARY - correspondence included in Item CCW 16-054 regarding short list of sites
9 comments received outlining concerns
5 comments in support

e-mail sent from website

e-mail sent
September 25, 2015

This project is a terrific idea and is the logical next step to managing and taking responsibility for the county
residents' organic waste within our own geography.

support for project

-

comment noted - no action required

e-mail sent to County Council

e-mail sent from SWM
October 5, 2015

see e-mail dated September 26, 2015

support for project
against using County forest
comments regarding using industrial land with existing services and
no residential neighbours
made recommendations on several properties

-

comment noted - no action required

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session on October 6,
2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

see comment sheet dated October 6, 2015

support for project

-

comment noted - no action required

see comment sheet dated October 15, 2015

comment to assure residents of low risks to aquifer contamination
comment to work with Barrie and Orillia
comment o consider future center of waste generation for siting
facilities

-

comment noted - no action required

Ms. Mary McDonald

September 24, 2015

Ms. Sheila Perri

September 26, 2015

Ms. M. Whitton

October 6, 2015

Anonymous

October 15, 2015

Ms. Connie Cowie

October 18, 2015

Ms. Susan Maynard

October 19, 2015

Flos Road Five East

Phelpston

Mr. Dave Carruthers

October 20, 2015

Brock Street, Box 943

Stayner

Mrs. Gesina Johns

October 26, 2015

Raglan Village Adult & Retirement
Community (owns property at 2212
Russell Road, Midhurst)

Collingwood

Ms. Kelly Walker-Prince

October 26, 2015

Flos Road 4

Anonymous

October 26, 2015

question sheet submitted as
comment form at public consultation
session on October 26,2015

Mr. John Orange

November 3, 2015

e-mail from website

Ms. Audrey Archer

November 4, 2015

Flos Road 10 East

Mr. John Maynard

November 6, 2015

Flos Road Five East

Mr. David E. Dunlop

November 6, 2015

Oro Station

L0L 2C0

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session
on October 15, 2015

e-mail sent from website

e-mail sent from SWM
October 26, 2015

see e-mail dated October 18, 2015

support for project
against using County forest

-

comment noted - no action required

L0L 2K0

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
October 21, 2015

see e-mail dated October 19, 2015

does not support any proposed sites
concerned with traffic
comment to purchase properly zoned property

-

comment noted - no action required

L0M 1S0

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session
on October 20,2015

-

see comment sheet dated October 20, 2015

question regarding job creation
question why there will not be public drop-off
question regarding availability of previous and future reports
question about discussions with planning departments

-

comment noted - no action required

call to Customer Service

-

She would like to know - why they are considering building an OPF near the residential area? She hears that the
hospital is opposing it. She is worried about the City of Barrie annexing to the north and she said Barrie would
oppose it. Resident would like to voice her concerns.

general concern about conflict/opposition with City of Barrie

-

comment noted - no action required

see comment sheet dated October 26, 2015

concerned about traffic impacts
concerned about odours/odour monitoring

-

comment noted - no action required

see question sheet dated October 26, 2015

concerned about traffic impacts on Highway 93
concerned about impacts to planned residential development

-

comment noted - no action required

e-mail sent from SWM
December 12, 2015

see e-mail dated November 3, 2015

comments regarding siting methodology and waste centroid
methodology
comments regarding business case
comment regarding use of County forest

-

comment noted - no action required

comment sheet by mail

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see comment sheet dated November 2, 2015

general comments and questions pertaining to siting process

-

comment noted - no action required

e-mail to Customer Service, Mayor
French

e-mail sent from SWM
November 9, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

support for project
comment regarding siting process

-

comment noted - no action required

e-mail to Customer Service

e-mail sent from SWM
November 12, 2015

see e-mail dated November 6, 2015

comment - reconsider use of County forests in siting

-

comment noted - no action required

Anten Mills

L0L 2K0

Elmvale

-

L0L 1P0

comment sheet submitted at public
consultation session on October
26,2015

e-mail sent from SWM
November 10, 2015

-

Notes:
1. Feedback submitted at Public Consultation Session
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